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Abstract

This qualitative single case study aims to examine the concept of brand awareness on social
media for a corporate brand. To achieve this, the research was conducted in collaboration
with the global hygiene and health company Essity, mainly targeting B2B customers. Essity
is a newly established brand that is currently coping with increasing its brand awareness,
which made it an appropriate objective for this study. The purpose of this thesis was thereby
to expand the literature regarding how companies can create brand awareness through the use
of social media platforms since previous research is scarce. This was done by identifying
different influencing factors by reviewing separate studies on brand awareness and social
media. By combining former studies with the empirical findings of this study, derived from
in-depth interviews, nine influencing factors could be stated. These were; Brand Exposure,
Personality, Entertainment, Customization, Trendiness, Interaction, EWOM, Employee and
Leader presence, and Market Elements. Whereas Market Elements was found as a crucial
factor to consider for a global brand since it affects to what extent the other eight factors
influence brand awareness. Thus, it was further confirmed during the research process that
several internal challenges were apparent, which are suggested to be considered as a
foundation to establish a brand awareness strategy, and then acknowledging the nine factors
defined in this thesis. The theoretical contribution of this study was therefore to fill the
research gap regarding brand awareness and social media, by establishing a possible
connection between these two topics. Specific recommendations were also provided to the
case company and is thereby the practical contribution of this thesis.

Keywords: Social Media, Brand Awareness, Corporate Brand, B2B Brand, Influencing
Factors.
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1

Introduction
The following chapter will describe the background of this thesis, along with a company

description. A problem statement will then follow where the main topic and focus area will be
discussed more in depth. The purpose will further be presented as well as the research

question.

1.1 Background

Essity is present in many people’s everyday lives in more ways than you have probably
noticed. With their vision to break barriers to well-being (Essity, 2021a), which also is used
in communication purposes, they aim to spread their company message for better living
worldwide. To be more specific, Essity is a hygiene and health company and a global
competitor in personal care, one of the world’s largest suppliers of consumer tissues, and the
world’s largest supplier of products and services within the area of professional hygiene
(Essity, 2021b). However, due to the fact that Essity itself does not sell any products, many
people are unaware of its existence and do not recognize it as a brand when first being
introduced to its name. Many of Essity’s customers would thereby claim that they have never
purchased from such a brand. Thus, people are unaware that brands such as Tork, JOBST,
Leukoplast, Libero, and Libresse all are sub-brands of the business-to-business (B2B)
corporate brand (2021c). Essity, as a single case study, therefore seeks to illustrate and
examine the concept of brand awareness in this thesis. More specifically, whether customers
know about, or to what extent they can recognize or recall a brand from their minds (Aaker,
1991; Keller, 1993; Keller, 1998).

The concept of branding continues to evoke companies’ interests (Mudambi, 2002; Abratt &
Kleyn, 2012), and in contradiction to what is a common perception, purchase intention is
seldom the direct objective of a marketing communication plan (Percy & Rossiter, 1992). A
company first has to raise attention regarding its brand or products, and thereby form a
longing attitude among customers before a purchase is considered. It is therefore crucial from
both a theoretical and practical perspective to acknowledge what influences brand awareness
(ibid). Moreover, companies are starting to realize the competitive advantages with
establishing a strong corporate brand (Mann, & Ghuman, 2018), such as increase in sales
(Brexendorf & Keller, 2017), and the difficulties for competitors to duplicate it (Mann, &
Ghuman, 2018). To achieve this, companies can benefit from corporate brand associations
(ibid) which also is emphasized as a tool to increase brand awareness (Aaker, 1991). For
example, these associations usually revolve around the company’s financial performance, role
in society, or employer reputation (Brown, 1998).
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It has been proven during the latest years that social media is an effective tool to increase
brand awareness for companies (Godey et al., 2016). Over the years, social media has
developed into a communication platform between companies, customers, suppliers, and
possible partners (Shih, 2009). These are utilized as a means to promote brand awareness
(Kaplan, 2012; Leek & Christodoulides, 2011). Social media has influenced the distribution,
creation, and consumption of brand content, and it has transmitted the power that shapes the
image of a brand from former marketers into online content and connections generated by
customers (Tsai & Men, 2013). Companies are therefore encouraged in today’s society to
view social media platforms as a channel to reach customers, and thereby build stronger
brands (Godey et al., 2016). It is further stated in previous studies that this is something that
has been recognized by business-to-consumer companies (B2C) (Bernard, 2016). However, it
has not been recognized to the same extent in the context of B2B companies (ibid). In the
light of this, several companies appear to face similar challenges as Essity, whereas it is
argued that B2B companies need more resources, knowledge, and confidence regarding how
they should operate on social media (Järvinen et al., 2012; Jussila et al., 2014).

1.2 The Case Company

The case company of this thesis is Essity, which is a company that operates in the hygiene
and health industry (Essity, 2021a). This industry encompasses a diversity of products that
are related to maintaining personal cleanliness, good health, and to keep people safe from
infections and diseases (Research and Markets, 2020). Essity is a global company that
provides products through their sub-brands worldwide and conducts sales in approximately
150 countries (Essity, 2021c) and was founded in Sweden 2017 (Essity, 2021d). However, it
has been active since 1929 and was previously a part of the Swedish manufacturer brand
SCA (ibid). Essity aims to break stigmas and taboos to people’s well-being and provide better
hygiene and health solutions for people globally (Essity, 2021a). The company operates in
three business areas; personal care, consumer tissues, and professional hygiene (Essity,
2021b). Essity’s product portfolio has a large width of products that are essentials and
necessities in people’s everyday life. In personal care, they offer feminine care, baby care,
incontinence products, and medical solutions. Within consumer tissue, they offer household
towels, toilet paper, facial tissues, wet wipes, napkins, and handkerchiefs. Lastly, in
professional hygiene, the company offers complete hygiene solutions, including paper hand
towels, toilet paper, hand soap, napkins, and dispensers (ibid).

Essity is a corporate brand, meaning they conduct sales under their global leading sub-brands
such as TENA and Tork, and other expanding brands, for example, JOBST, Leukoplast,
Libero, Libresse, Lotus, Nosotras, Saba, Tempo, Vinda, and Zewa (Essity, 2021c). Moreover,
global hygiene and health trends and environments have an impact on the market growth of
the industry (Essity, 2021e). Lately, the Covid-19 pandemic has had an impact, and it has
been observed that the demand for health and hygiene products has increased due to the
pandemic (Research and Markets, 2020). The company is primarily operating within the
B2B-sector, where they target several audiences on social media. This thesis will focus on the
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target audience B2B customers within Health and Medical Solution (HMS). These include,
for instance; pharmacies, medical device shops, nursing homes, municipalities, and
distributors. Essity is operating in several markets, but is currently focusing its global social
media channels on; Germany, France, Sweden, the UK, the US, Russia, and Mexico. The
corporate brand’s social media activities and communication is currently distributed through
several different social media channels: Linkedin, Facebook, Twitter, Youtube, and
Instagram.

1.3 Problem Discussion

Companies are starting to realize that a strong corporate brand is hard to duplicate for
competitors and can lead to sustainable competitive advantages in the long run (Mann &
Ghuman, 2018). Previous research have put a lot of emphasis on defining the concept
(Balmer 2001; Argenti et al., 2004; Balmer & Greyser 2006), the advantages (Balmer & Gray
2003; Hulberg 2006), and the process of corporate brand (Balmer 2009; Hulberg 2006;
Cornelissen, Christensen & Kinuthia 2012). However, in the context of how to create brand
awareness for a corporate brand, the research is rather limited. The majority of decision
makers within marketing and communication have stressed that increasing brand awareness
is one of the most crucial objectives for a company (Pfeffer, Zorbach, & Carley, 2014). If a
high level of brand awareness is reached, it is found to have many positive impacts on a
brand, such as higher equity and greater market share (Bilgihan et al., 2014; Chang, 2013,
Xie & Chen, 2014). In line with this, research shows that social media is a tool that increases
communication effectiveness and helps companies to create brand awareness (Dholakia &
Durham, 2010; Kozinets et al., 2010). Nowadays, a customer’s purchase decisions relies to a
high extent on the exposure on social media (Ancillai et al. 2019). It is further proven that a
customer’s current brand awareness of a company also influences these decisions (Hoyer &
Brown, 1990; Lin, 2013).

Furthermore, B2C companies have experienced the many benefits of social media, as for
example, customer engagement, increased sales, and brand awareness (Barreda et al., 2015;
Kamboj et al., 2018; Kapoor et al., 2018; Chatterjee & Kar 2020; Harrigan et al., 2020).
However, the benefits have not been discussed as much for B2B companies (Bernard, 2016),
and these may thereby lack behind on how to use social media in the most appropriate and
beneficial ways (Järvinen et al., 2012; Jussila et al., 2014). If B2B companies master how to
use new technical innovations, it can lead to both societal and business transformations (Chen
et al. 2012; Loebbecke & Picot 2015; Pappas et al., 2018), since this boom of digitalization
has led to more informed customers and their reliance on traditional marketing activities have
decreased (Ancillai et al. 2019). More specifically, even though it is proven that social media
can influence brand awareness (Ancillai et al. 2019; Hsiao et al. 2020), the research is scarce
on how a corporate B2B brand can leverage this through social media and what influences
this relationship. To fill this gap, this study aims to explore in what ways social media can be
used by corporate B2B brand companies to create brand awareness. This will be done by
investigating the specific company case of Essity, which is a corporate brand that is currently
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facing this challenge. Due to the fact that this company is advancing their usage of
specifically LinkedIn, and the limited amount of research conducted on this specific platform,
this study also aims to contribute to current literature by focusing on this topic area.

1.4 Purpose

The purpose of this master thesis is to investigate through a single case study, what can be
done to achieve brand awareness of a corporate B2B brand through the use of social media.
To accomplish this, the researchers will find, and present influencing factors within this field.
This study will contribute to the existing literature with a practical case within the field of
branding and communication, which will add a unique touchpoint with findings from the real
world along with insights from relevant theory. There is a clear gap in the literature regarding
how corporate B2B brands could benefit from social media to create awareness, which this
research aims to fill. The thesis will further provide strategic recommendations for the case
company, regarding how social media can be used to create brand awareness for a corporate
brand. The theoretical implication will be met through the research question stated below,
while the practical implications will be given in the recommendation section especially
designed for the case company. This thesis will therefore seek to present influencing factors
on brand awareness for a corporate B2B brand on social media.

1.4.1  Research Question

To reach the purpose of this thesis, the following research question was defined:

RQ: What influences brand awareness for a B2B Corporate Brand on social media?

Moreover, this research also aims to provide Essity with recommendations on how to
improve their brand awareness on social media, more specifically on LinkedIn.

1.5 Delimitations

To properly conduct the research, several delimitations have been made which affect the
scope of the thesis and also the potential findings related to the study. The research is
delimited to a case company, which is a global corporate brand operating within consumer
goods and the hygiene and health industry. It may therefore be hard to generalize the findings
to other industries or companies, since some aspects might be excluded due to the single case
approach taken. However, some learnings regarding how to reach B2B customers on social
media, and how to increase corporate brand awareness can still be useful for other companies.
This study will further examine one of Essity’s social media channels, which was chosen to
be LinkedIn due to its enhancement as a communication platform for the company. This
decision was made in conjunction with the supervisor at the case company. To limit the
research further, the research focuses on Essity’s B2B customers within Health and Medical
Solutions (HMS). Moreover, the scope of this study is delimited to explore brand awareness
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in six of Essity’s prioritized markets; Germany, France, Sweden, the UK, the USA, and
Mexico. Russia will be excluded since they do not operate on LinkedIn. Thus, these
delimitations were taken to ensure a concrete and specific topic area that the findings can be
retrieved from and applied to.
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2
Literature Review

This chapter serves as a theoretical framework for the subjects this study aims to cover. It will
examine topics related to the research question and present relevant information that is
needed to provide theoretical standpoints and practical recommendations for the case

company. This framework will further lay the foundation for the interview guide and analysis
of the gathered data.

2.1 Literature review Disposition

The literature review is divided by the following sections, as illustrated in Table 1 below.

Table 1: Disposition of Literature Review

2.2 Branding

The traditional definition of a brand is a distinguishing name and/or symbol (such as a logo,
trademark, or package design) intended to identify the goods or services of a seller which
differentiate these goods or services from competitors’ (Aaker 1991; Bengtsson, 1996). A
brand can serve as a strategic business asset that is necessary for firms to develop and
maintain if they want to compete successfully (Bertilsson, 2009). The brand of a company
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has been recognized as one of the most valuable assets and an essential aspect for customer
choice, since it serve as a tool to determine the differentiation and uniqueness of the goods or
services whereby it enriches customer confidence and trust which facilitate their
decision-making process (Huang & Sarigollu, 2011, Kremer & Viot, 2012; Chung et al.
2013).

Furthermore, branding can also be defined as the creation, consolidation, or recreation of a
brand (Irimies, 2012). In order to cope with mergers and acquisitions, changing customer
needs, and the evolution of new markets, companies have to extend and develop their
branding continuously (Meyvis & Janiszewski, 2004; Varadarajan, DeFanti & Busch, 2006).
The concept of branding is not only crucial because it shapes customer decisions, but also
since it ultimately creates value (Spillan, 2010). A strong brand thereby leads to the creation
of awareness, reputation, and prominence on markets (Wensley & Weitz, 2002). However, the
majority of research related to branding emphasizes the phenomenon in regards to single
brands, and overlooks the complexity of companies that manage several brands, i.e corporate
brands (Brexendorf & Keller, 2017).

2.2.1 Corporate Branding

Many companies choose to align their different brands under an umbrella brand, more
specifically a corporate brand (Brexendorf & Keller, 2017). Since the product portfolio and
the usage of a company’s products may differ, companies often decide to use sub-brands
based on the usage of the product in order to create a clearer brand purpose and segregation
in customers’ minds (ibid). Therefore, mutual benefits can be found for both product and
corporate brands (Brexendorf & Keller, 2017). Generally, one defines a product brand from
what it does, while one defines a corporate brand by both what it stands for and what it does
(Keller & Richey, 2006). A corporate brand thereby has a broader and differentiated set of
personality traits (Brexendorf & Keller, 2017). In contrast to a product brand, a corporate
brand has a wider stakeholder audience. Corporate branding can provide valuable marketing
advantages to companies, such as; the focus on a single brand, the simplicity of fewer brands
to manage, and the efficiency of a stronger brand image that can leverage from multiple
sub-brands. Having a powerful corporate brand can thereby be beneficial to increase sales of
several products within a company’s product portfolio (Brexendorf & Keller, 2017). Since
corporate brands have a wider audience than product brands, it leads to the necessity to take
on a higher level of social responsibility and credibility at large (Balmer, 2012).

A strong corporate brand can bring support and direction in uncertain times, especially if it
manages diverse or complex product portfolios (Brexendorf & Keller, 2017). One challenge
that brands have faced during the years is how to build credibility and differentiate
themselves from other brands (Hatch & Schultz, 2003). If a company succeeds with
establishing a corporate brand image that differs from competitors through distinctive
characteristics, chances are greater that differentiation will be met on the product brand level
as well (Brexendorf & Keller, 2017). The corporate brand can thereby favor a broad catalog
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of products as it can contribute to the total equity of the different sub-brands (ibid). If the fit
between the sub-brands and the corporate brand is perceived to be good, it can influence
associations to the corporate brand positively (Madrigal, 2000). Corporate brand superiority
can determine to what degree certain associations of a company’s corporate ability influence
the attitudes towards products (Berens, van Riel & Bruggen, 2005). Sheinin and Biehal
(1999) claim that customers’ product attitudes are influenced by corporate ability associations
only when the corporate brand itself is appearing in product advertisements and is more
dominantly visible. Brand associations concerning a dominantly visible corporate brand tend
to provide prominent cues that can help a company spot product evaluations (Brexendorf &
Keller, 2017). On the contrary, if a corporate brand lacks visibility, brand associations are
only used by customers as a measurement to evaluate the reliability of the product (ibid).

A strong corporate brand usually extends and exceeds possible associations that are
developed by individual products (Balmer & Greyser, 2006). To create a distinctive brand
image, the corporate brand needs to establish favorable, unique, and strong associations
(Brexendorf & Keller, 2017). For example, these can be related to the corporate ability (e.g.
the brands or products provided), corporate trust (e.g. how customers are treated), or
corporate social responsibility (e.g. respect to societal issues) (Aaker & Keller, 1990, Brown
& Dacin, 1997; Dacin & Brown, 2002).

2.3 Brand Awareness

One essential component of branding is brand awareness, which concerns to what degree
customers are aware of a brand and the position a brand’s presence has in customer’s minds
(Aaker, 1991). It is the result of customers’ repeated and memorable exposure to a brand. It
shows the degree of customer familiarity with the brand and to what extent the brand is
known among people (ibid). In general, customers’ involvement in a purchasing decision is
rather low, which means that they may lack motivation to evaluate various alternatives of a
product or service. The familiarity of a product can therefore be enough as a basis of a
purchase decision (Aaker, 1991). Hoyer and Brown (1990) emphasize that brand awareness is
a dominant factor in the customer decision making process. Jiang’s (2004) confirms that
brand name and recognition of a brand influence the overall customers' choice. Customers
usually choose the brand they are aware of and have information about, which makes brand
awareness an important component for companies to establish (Horng, Liu, Chou & Tsai,
2012). The more known a brand is, the higher possibility it is that customers will choose the
brand, buy from it, or recommend the brand to someone else (ibid). However, the most
important part is not that the brand is well known, but what it actually is known for (Melin,
1999).

Furthermore, Lin and Chang (2003) claim that brand awareness has the strongest influence on
purchase decisions on low involvement products i.e. products that are influenced by a
customers’ affection and is less evaluated by its quality in contrast from a high involvement
product (Zaichkowsky, 1986; Zaichkowsky, 1985). Customers who consider high
involvement products are more likely to seek information online and through social media
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(Balabanis & Reynolds, 2001). However, research shows that marketing budgets spent on
high-involvement products have positive effects on brand awareness since customers tend to
look for more information regarding those kinds of products (Radder & Huang, 2008).

2.3.1 Brand Recognition and Recall

Both Aaker (1991) and Keller (1993) argue that brand awareness consists of two parts,
recognition (aided recall) and recall (unaided recall) of a particular brand. This is further
confirmed by later research (Barreda et al., 2015). Recognition is the extent to which an
individual recognizes the brand that he or she has been exposed to. For example, in a
commercial. It is about the ability of an individual to recognize the brand and link it to a
name, logo, or symbol (Keller, 2003). Brand recognition is one of the first levels of brand
awareness (Aaker, 1991). When customers recognize a specific brand among others they do it
through aided recall, which means that they are given a set of brands from a product category
and asked to identify a brand. Even if there must be a link between the brand and product
category, it does not have to be very strong (ibid).

Recall is the ability of an individual to recall a brand from memory when disposed to relevant
indication (Aaker, 1991). For example, if an individual is purchasing cornflakes and recalls a
certain cornflakes brand from memory. To create brand awareness, one can increase the
familiarity of the brand through repetition of exposure (i.e. brand recognition) and strong
association with the relevant product category (i.e. brand recall) (ibid). To reach this level of
brand awareness, the customer has to do it through unaided recall, meaning they have to
think of the brand first when a range of products or services are presented, when no examples
of brands are given. In contrast to brand recognition, the customer is not aided in brand recall
by having several brand names provided. Brand recall (unaided recall) is thereby more
difficult to obtain than brand recognition (aided recall), and is also associated with a stronger
brand position (Aaker, 1991).

In order to measure brand recognition an individual needs to be exposed to a stimulus, such
as an ad, a logo, or a brand name, to observe if he or she is aware of the brand and has been in
contact with it before. On the other hand, brand recall is measured by for example letting the
person name a brand from memory when given a certain product category (Chandon, 2003).
Measuring brand awareness requires insights of where most of the customer decisions are
made (Keller 2003). If most of the decisions are made at the point of purchase, where the
brand packaging, design, logo, etc. are visible, measures for brand recognition will be crucial.
Whilst, if most of the customer decisions are made far away from the point of purchase then
the measures for brand recall become more essential. The simplest process of measuring
recognition is to ask the customer which one of several products they have recently seen or
heard of, whilst brand recall has several methods that can be used to measure depending on
the types of signals that are given to the customer (ibid).
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2.3.2 The Brand Awareness Pyramid

Aaker (1991) explains brand awareness through “The Awareness Pyramid’’(Figure 1), which
consists of several different levels. The first level in the pyramid represents when an
individual is unaware of a brand and does not know that the brand exists, while the second
level represents when an individual recognizes the brand after being exposed to it (ibid).
Furthermore, the third level is associated with a strong brand position and mirrors the ability
of a customer to retrieve a brand from memory. The fourth level is reached when a brand is
top-of-mind and thereby the first brand a customer thinks of and recalls when given a certain
product category (Aaker, 1991). The last and strongest level of brand awareness position is
the dominant brand, which refers to the level at which the brand replaces a whole product or
service category. For a brand to achieve a dominant brand awareness level it has to be the
only brand recalled and no other brand will therefore be considered by the individual (ibid).

Figure 1: “The Awareness Pyramid”, adapted from Aaker (1991).

According to Aaker (1991), a well-known brand has a much higher chance of being selected
and purchased than an unknown brand. This reasoning can mainly be explained by the
reliability and familiarity of the recognized brand. However, to be a successful brand, it is
desirable to reach higher than brand recognition. The brand has to climb up several levels on
the brand awareness pyramid and get a salient position (top-of-mind brand or dominant
brand) within the target market (Elliott & Percy, 2007). The higher position the brand reaches
in customers’ minds (measured by unaided recall), the higher the purchase intention is of the
brand, which shows the importance of top-of-mind awareness (Woodside & Wilson, 1985).
Therefore, brand awareness can be seen as a process, from which the brand is just known to a
minimal level and becomes a ‘’top of mind’’ brand first when the customer puts it on a higher
rank (Aaker, 1991). In order to plan an effective brand strategy, it is crucial to determine the
desirable level of brand awareness for the given brand and customers’ attitudes against it
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(Twedt, 1967). This is critical as the different levels of brand awareness can lead to various
marketing strategies, objectives and measurements (ibid).

2.3.3 Value Creation Through Brand Awareness

Brand awareness can add value to a firm by placing the brand in customer’s minds. It can act
as an entry barrier for unestablished brands, ensure customers of the brand and its product
quality, and provide advantages in the distribution channels (Stokes, 1985; Aaker, 1992).
Furthermore, brand awareness creates value in at least four ways, as illustrated by Aaker
(1991) in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: “Value Creation through Brand Awareness”, adapted from Aaker (1991).

Firstly, brand awareness is an anchor to which other associations can be attached (Aaker,
1991). Associations are linked to the company through chains, which represents the links in
the memory of customers. The chains can be strong or weak, and the structure of them can
be enhanced by the links between the associations. This is a reason why customer’s purchase
decisions do not take place without brand recognition. Anchors to which other associations
can be attached to is mainly when a new product has to win recognition, since there are a
couple of decisions that can be taken without knowledge about the product. However,
without recognition, it becomes difficult to learn about and create a relationship to a new
product. The explanation of familiarity/liking is that people tend to go for familiar things,
and knowledge is what makes the brand and product more well-known and familiar to
others. Recognition studies have shown that repetitive exposure influences liking and
familiarity, even if the level of recognition is unaffected (Zajonc, 1980). Also, Aaker’s
(1991) studies regarding recognition and familiarity show a positive correlation between the
number of exposure and liking, regardless of the stimuli that created it in the first place.
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Another way to help a brand create value is through the use of signals of
substance/commitment, since awareness is a signal of presence, substance or commitment
(Aaker, 1991). Therefore, in order for a brand name to be recognized there must be a reason
for it, such as that the brand is used by many and is then successful, or have been in the
business for a long time (ibid). Substance or commitment is a part of the name awareness,
meaning that existence, promise and matter, are all important things for the customer. An
individual does not have to know a lot about a brand, but as long as there is positive brand
awareness they will likely purchase from it. These signals of awareness are attributes that are
significant for all buyers, whether they are B2C buyers or B2B buyers with big purchasing
decisions (ibid). Even when it comes to bigger purchasing decisions, the way a brand is
perceived and how familiar people are with it can make a significant difference in customer’s
decisions. Moreover, brands to consider is the first step in the customer’s purchase decision
process, referring to the choice between different brand alternatives that the customer can
choose among. When making purchasing decisions there is a collection of trade names that
the individual has to consider, which can be called ‘’consideration set’’. Thus, brand recall is
necessary to establish in order to join the group of brands to be considered (Aaker, 1991).

2.3.4 Achieving Brand Awareness

Brand awareness is mainly about communication, and depends both on the situation and the
level of achieved awareness (Aaker 1991). In order to achieve high awareness both
recognition and recall are required, especially in the case of a new brand (ibid). To reach this,
two bigger tasks must be accomplished; gain brand name identity and link the characteristics
to the product or service class. According to Aaker (1991) the best way to achieve brand
awareness is context dependent, thus he has developed a several guidelines that brands could
use to establish brand awareness, for example:

● Be different, noticeable and memorable: It is important to differentiate the brand from
others on the market, and create some kind of uniqueness, particularly since many
brands today seem alike and use quite the same communication approach.

● Involve a slogan or jingle: Including this to the brand can support customer’s to recall
a brand and make it memorable. Visual features can be powerful in terms of creating a
strong linkage between a slogan or jingle of a brand, i.e using slogans can create a
link to the brand and its products.

● Symbol exposure: A symbol can make it easier for the customer to memorize and
recall a visual illustration of a brand, than words or phrases can. Having a symbol that
is connected to the brand can thereby take a huge part of creating awareness.

● Publicity: Advertising is another way to expose people to the brand and create
awareness by getting publicity, since the communication can be customized to a
specific audience.

● Use cues: The package of the product is important cues to a brand, since that is what
the buyer first sees and the first contact with the brand or product.

● Recall requires repetition: Since it is easier to build recognition than recall of a brand,
the link between the brand and the product class has to be stronger and more
outstanding than in the recognition phase.
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● The recall bonus: Keeping a top position through regular publicity and frequent
exposure can create brand awareness and a strong brand which can lead to a decrease
in the recall of other competitive brands.

These guidelines are based on observing successful brands in terms of creating and
establishing brand awareness, both from an advertising and physical point of view. However,
before incorporating these guidelines, businesses first need to understand their brand
awareness position, since the assignment to achieve awareness becomes different depending
on the current situation (Aaker, 1991).

Furthermore, it is emphasized that continuous brand exposure is one of the most essential
elements to achieve brand awareness through social media. One potential theory to describe
the relationship between brand exposure and brand awareness is the ‘’Mere exposure theory’’
by Zajonc (1968). According to the theory, a stimulus can develop a priority for things among
customers that are familiar to them, especially in situations where there are low information
circumstances (ibid). Due to the familiarity with the item created by the exposure, an
impression is developed in people’s minds, which can shape customer behavior. This
procedure occurs in most marketing communication when revealing a brand through social
media advertising (Cianfrone et al., 2008). Brand exposure is shown to enhance brand
awareness (Cornwell et al., 2000: Pitts & Slattery, 2004), brand attitude, and purchase
intention (Laroche et al., 2013). A company should disclose itself by using and creating brand
exposing strategies for their target audience (Gole, 2009).

2.4 Social media

Social media can be defined as an online application platform, or mass media tool, that
facilitates collaboration, interaction, and content sharing between users in general (Kim &
Ko, 2012). Social media platforms are especially powerful brand awareness tools in terms of
enhancing relationships with customers, bringing them closer to the brand, and remaining
present in their minds (Bartlett, 2010; Bilgin, 2018). During recent years, it has changed how
companies and customers interact with each other and it has become an important facilitator
of creating a relationship between them (Agnihotri et al., 2017). Social media supports
companies to foster brand awareness since it allows them to access a high number of people
and spread branded information which helps increase the familiarity and recognition of the
brand (New Media Age, 2010; Fanion, 2011; Kumar et al., 2017; Bilgin, 2018). Social media
is one of the most important communication channels for branded information because its
interactive features enable collaborative, participatory, and knowledge-sharing activities, with
a higher possibility to reach communities (ibid). Companies can therefore boost both brand
recognition and recall by exposing and engaging customers with a brand’s presence on social
media and thereby increase the level of brand awareness (Ismail, 2017).
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Due to its effectiveness and benefits, it has become an important matter for today's businesses
to know how to create brand relationships with customers online (Ismail, 2017). Thus,
businesses increasingly use social media to communicate branded information with the desire
to build strong brands (Keller, 2013). Therefore, their marketing budgets for social media are
steadily growing, which confirms companies’ increasing interest to be active on social media
due to the proven gains (Lipsman, Mudd, Rich & Bruich 2012; Neff, 2014). Moreover,
research indicates that social media influences the customers' purchase decisions significantly
and supports business decision processes (Marketingcloudcom, 2013; Ancillai et al., 2019).
Due to social media’s proven importance in the customer decision making processes,
businesses are encouraged to communicate branded information in different channels
frequently so that they can build strong and unique associations in customers’ minds
(Langaro et al., 2018; Nikabadi et al., 2015; Buil et al., 2013).

2.4.1 Market Differences on Social Media

Social media platforms are used by people all over the world (Leetaru et al., 2013). The
ongoing globalization makes it crucial for companies to recognize market differences in
terms of demographics, sociocultural, political, and legal factors (Wąsowicz-Zaborek, 2020).
Hence, research shows that the complexity of cultural identity influences how people
communicate which makes it crucial for businesses to adapt accordingly (Shachaf & Snyder,
2007). One way to label communication for cultures brought up in the literature is the
concepts of low-context and high-context communication (Acar, 2014). Low-context cultures
are usually countries where communication dominantly occurs in explicit statements such in
texts and speeches. On the other hand, high-context cultures communicate by cues that are
not always uttered, such as body language or silence (Würtz, 2005). In high-context
countries, the paraverbal cues, the situation, and the behaviour all influence how a message is
communicated or received. Previous research has identified Sweden, the US, the UK, and
Germany as low-context cultures, while Mexico was identified as a high-context culture
(Acar, 2014). Moreover, it is shown that social media communication also is affected by these
cultures that have roots in an offline context (Halavais, 2000; Ess & Sudweeks, 2005).

The literature further stresses that culture is an essential part of how social media is used and
adopted by people, along with how they choose to interact with companies’ social media
channels (Olaniran, 2018). Furthermore, it was stated that organizations need to take cultural
aspects into account when communicating through their social media channels. In contrast to
traditional communication, social media has been profoundly unregulated throughout the
years (Vardeman-Winter, J., & Place, 2015). Thus, the lack of regulations have led to
uncertainties among companies and how they should operate in order to cope with these
ambiguities (Linke & Zerfass, 2013). This has further resulted in ineffective social media use
since companies struggle to keep up when new laws and regulations appear in the market
(DiStasio et al., 2011).
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2.4.2 B2B Companies on Social Media

Social media is increasingly used as a marketing and communication tool as a part of their
digital transformation (Sobal 2017; Pulizzi & Handley 2017). The most popular social media
channels generally used by B2B companies are LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, and Youtube.
Most B2B companies experience that social media has helped them increase their marketing
optimization, customer experience, customer engagement, and sales (Sobal, 2017; Gregorio
2017). Moreover, social media is found to have a positive influence on new customer
acquisition and relationships with customers as well as stakeholders. The most common
social media strategies for B2B companies include creating brand awareness, brand image,
and customer engagement (Barwise & Meehan, 2010; Tiago & Verissimo, 2014). In order to
do this, B2B companies manage various content strategies that focus on depth and diversity,
such as use of emotional appeal, brand names, and hashtags (Dwivedi, Ismagilova, Rana &
Raman, 2021). Preferably, they try to avoid hard sell or explicitly commercial statements
(ibid). Social media content from businesses should be interesting, noticeable, and offer some
beneficial information, rather than focusing solely on products and services offered (Dwivedi
et al., 2021). For instance a company could create content that is personal, have fresh views
on the relevant industry, include emotions or show how they contribute to society and
sustainability. It is also of use to produce different kinds of content such as film clips,
infographics, images, and stories to engage the target audience (ibid).

Furthermore, social media is used by many to provide customized brand information that fits
the target audience’s needs (Rohm et al., 2013). It is shown that customized messages are
more influential than traditional broadcast messages, since people are more likely to read and
engage in customized brand information on social media (Schulze et al., 2015). This is
especially true for B2B companies, since they target a large number of customers but handle
these individually in contrast to B2C companies that focus a lot on mass communication
(Håkansson, Johanson & Wootz, 1976). Also, B2B marketing requires an establishment of a
long-term relationship between the buying and selling parties (Ford, Gadde, Håkansson &
Snehota, 2003). Thus, when providing customized brand information based on preferences,
the brand is satisfying the customers, which in turn can increase the perceived value that the
customer gets from the brand page, and therefore also build the customer’s trust in the brand
(Dehghani & Turner, 2015). Customized brand information is thereby effective in order to
attract customer attention and build a positive brand attitude (Kim & Ko, 2012). Brands are
trying to start conversations between customers on social media by creating their own
company page with branded content, with the goal to gain engagement through likes or
comments and thereby spread messages of the brand (De Vries Gensler & Leeflang, 2012).

The popularity of a content that is posted on social media is of importance for a brand since it
affects brand awareness, social media ROI (Return on Investment), and sales (Rapp,
Beitelspacher, Grewal & Hughes, 2013; Kumar & Mirchandani, 2013). Well performing
content provides a brand with the possibility to gain a competitive advantage. Thereby,
companies aim to create content that encourages customers to interact, with the hopes to
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benefit from the advantages associated with high performing content (Swani, Brown, &
Milne, 2014; Rapp et al., 2013). Due to the lack of research and guidance of how companies
operating within B2B can create popular content, B2B companies often copy content created
by B2C companies (Swani, Milne, Brown, Assaf & Donthu, 2017). Usually, this does not
yield the desired results since these contexts differ and thereby demands distinctive content
strategies (Swani et al., 2014). Thus, it is found that messages that include the usage of
corporate brands, information search cues, and emotional and functional appeals perform
better for B2Bs than for B2Cs (Swani et al., 2017). It is also found that B2B content receives
more likes than comments, in contrast to B2Cs. Moreover, the potential customers of B2B
social media content usually elaborate on corporate brand names and search information
online to minimize potential risks in regards to purchases (Gilliland & Johnston, 1997; Brown
et al., 2012).

2.4.3 Social Media Content

Social media content can be defined as any material serving a marketing function and is
available for online sharing, including photos, videos, news, and entertainment (Chandler &
Munday, 2016). Ahlqvist et al., (2008) argue that content is one of the key criteria for success
in social media marketing. Therefore, it becomes crucial for brands to create a personality on
social media by putting a personal face to the brand through the content. Businesses should
assure interesting, relevant and timely content, in a mixture of different formats. Hence, it is a
challenge for businesses to understand and forecast the audience's perception about what kind
of content has these characteristics and is therefore useful for them. Moreover, the content
shared on social media should undergo a cultural transition from selling to actually helping
and solving problems. Another challenge is to learn to create trust and engagement by being
helpful and of use (Rowley & Timothy, 2016). Social media content consists of several
critical dimensions, such as entertainment, customization, trendiness, interaction, and
electronic word of mouth (EWOM) (Tugrul, 2015; Kudeshia and Kumar, 2017). The
aforementioned concepts are explained in more detail below.

2.4.3.1 Entertainment

Entertainment takes place when the content on a social media platform creates an experience
that is fun and playful (Agichtein et al., 2008). Entertaining activities, such as playful games,
video sharing, and contest participation, can create joyful experiences on social media and
motivate people to engage with the content (Liu & Arnett, 2000; Kaye, 2007; Manthiou et al.,
2013). Previous research has shown that entertainment is a motivating factor for driving
engagement on social media (Ashley & Tuten, 2015), constructing intimacy with the brand
and strengthening the purchase intention (Kim & Ko, 2010; Dessart et al., 2015).
Accordingly, in a social media context, entertainment shows the degree to which a social
media platform offers interesting, appealing and amusing content to customers (Gallaugher &
Ransbotham, 2010). Companies use social media as a tool for entertaining customers and
satisfying their need for enjoyment by sharing pictures, videos, and stories, which are all
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effective features to help attract attention from customers (Lee & Ma, 2012; Gummer et al.,
2012; Merrilees, 2016). One successful factor on social media is to have a high degree of
visual quality, i.e pictures and videos, therefore business should have a strong network with
social media photographers (ENP Newswire, 2016).

2.4.3.2 Customization

Another key process to create compelling content is to customize messages through
‘’person-to-person’’ communication, instead of communicating through a one off marketing
message that should fit all audiences (Rowley & Timothy, 2016), Customization in social
media refers to the degree that businesses are customizing their content in order to satisfy
customers’ personal preferences (Godey et al., 2016). Previous research shows that
customization is influential in reaching the intended audience, building trust with customers
and strengthening purchasing intentions (Martin & Todorov, 2010). Customization is
achieved through tailoring of the marketing efforts and messages in order to create value for a
specific customer group (Chan & Guillet, 2011: Zhu & Chen, 2015). For example, brands
communicate customized messages to a group of targeted customers in order to reach and
engage them with the social media content (Sangar, 2012). Also, they use customization on
social media to reply to customers’ enquiries in order to build customer retention and
satisfaction (Chan and Guillet, 2011).

2.4.3.3 Trendiness

Trendiness is when a brand communicates the latest and up-to-date brand related information
(Becker et al., 2011). Through the use of social media, brands can provide customers with
brand information that is the latest, most trendy and hot discussion topics, which reduces their
information searching efforts (Becker et al., 2011; Laroche et al. 2013). Customers tend to
look for and obtain information about a brand and its products through social media, since it
is recognized to be more convenient and up-to-date than information on traditional channels
(Mangold & Faulds, 2009; Ashley & Tuten, 2015). Trendy information such as updates of
brand related information, reviews of offerings and new brand ideas is helpful in building
brand trust and enhancing the positive perception of a brand (Godey et al., 2016; Manthiou et
al. 2016).

2.4.3.4 Interaction

Interaction on social media occurs when the users meet on a platform to discuss and share
experiences with others about brands or specific products (Muntinga et al., 2011). Interaction
shows to what degree social media platforms offer the opportunity to opinion exchange,
multiway interaction and sharing of information (Kim & Ko, 2012; Dessart et al., 2015).
Previous research indicates that interaction on social media is a motivating component for
customers to exchange ideas and thoughts with each other (Fischer & Reuber, 2011). Such
interaction is also influencing customers’ attitude towards brands and their purchase
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decisions (Hajli, 2015). Therefore, marketers and communicators should encourage users of
social media to interact with each other on specific topics or discussions available online
(Zhu & Chen, 2015). Thereby, it is recommended to incorporate the social media content so
that it fits the brand’s target audiences on social media and encourage interaction in order to
reinforce the relationship between the brand and customers (Manthiou et al., 2013).
When a brand shares content, i.e. picture or video, on their social media, they can engage
their followers quickly and generate a sense of involvement (Manning-Schaffel, 2009;
Bhattacharya & Sen, 2003)

In order to establish interaction, businesses should participate, listen, and monitor
conversations on social media, since it gives them valuable market insights and customer
knowledge (Rowley & Timothy, 2016). The key processes should be to listen to peer-to-peer
conversations, and seek an admission to contribute through available moderators. In addition,
conversations should be analyzed to learn what people are saying about the brand and who
the brand opinion leaders are. There are several challenges associated with monitoring and
listening on social media for B2B companies. Some of them are to avoid promotional
messages and engage people to join and listen to conversations. Other challenges are to
choose if and when to participate in order to minimise offence and maximise effect, and to
determine response strategies as well as understand chat analysis (ibid).

2.4.3.5 Electronic word of mouth (EWOM)

EWOM stands for electronic word of mouth and refers to comments and announcements
made by former, actual or potential customers, about a company, brand or its offerings, that
are available to the public via social media platforms (Hennig-Thurau et al., 2004). It
addresses the degree to which customers exchange information about brands, post content on
social media, and share impressions with their peers (Kudeshia and Kumar, 2017; Chae et al.,
2015). EWOM influences customers’ evaluation of brands based on its perceived
trustworthiness, and generates brand related information from other social media users,
including friends, peers and the general public (Cheung et al., 2008; Wu & Wang, 2011; Reza
Jalilvand & Smiei, 2012). When customers spead positive EWOM they act as brand
ambassadors, which is beneficial for building positive perceptions towards a brand and
strengthens purchase intentions (Esch et al., 2006; Martin & Todorov, 2010; Kudeshia &
Kumar, 2017). In the same way, negative EWOM can entail less desirable brand
consequences, such as depleted brand trust, harmful effect on brand attitude, and dilution of
brand equity (Cheung & Lee, 2008; Lee et al., 2009; Bambauer-Sachse & Mangold, 2011).

Moreover, the effect of EWOM is shown to have a direct relation to brand awareness (Keller,
2009; XU & Chan, 2010). EWOM enables brands in transferring an experience or a message
to other people, without having to put more advertisements on it. It is shown that customers
have a stronger belief in messages from other customers than from a company (Jansen et al.,
2009). Social media allows individuals to rapidly communicate and further spread messages
to a broad audience. Consequently, EWOM can be seen as a powerful tool to promote a
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brand (Weber, 2009). Moreover, EWOM is used to share information more easily, faster and
broader with an exponential progress (Thackeray et al., 2008), and it encourages individuals
to share the message further on.

An important key process for businesses is therefore to establish strategies on how to create
EWOM through the specific social media platform used (Rowley & Timothy, 2016). A
potential driver is to engage and interact with customers and influencers in forums. It is
critical to this process to develop a digital strategy on how to reach and target influencers
through social media, since they can spread the word for a high reach of people. To invest in
creating EWOM on several platforms is a challenge, as well as the maintenance of brand
ambassadeurs over time. Another challenge is to accept and accomodate to the lack of control
that businesses often have over EWOM (ibid).

2.5 LinkedIn

LinkedIn is the most appropriate and best social media platform to communicate B2B content
because of its special demographics (Schaffer, 2011). It is a social networking platform that is
targeting business professionals and supports businesses using the platform to target an
audience in a professional context. The most commonly targeted audiences for B2B
companies on LinkedIn are; future employees, decision-makers, influencers, and executives.
Through LinkedIn, businesses have the greatest chance to reach influential decision makers,
since it offers an easy way to connect with them (ibid). Studies indicate that four out of five
members on the platform drive business decisions, (LinkedIn, 2021) and that the audience
has two times more buying power than the average web audience (ibid). Commonly,
customers make decisions on whether to conduct business with another part based on how
that part utilizes their LinkedIn and what kind of branded information it shares (Schaffer,
2011). For instance, research shows that 45% of business decision-makers decided to become
a customer of a supplier as a result of reading their social media content and being aware of
their brand (LinkedIn, 2018). Hence, Linkedin requires a strategic approach from businesses.
Originally, LinkedIn was designed for individual professional networking, hence today there
are multiple advantages for businesses having both a corporate presence and employee
presence on the platform (Schaffer, 2011).

To measure brand awareness on social media networks such as LinkedIn, companies can, for
instance, look at the number of members/fans, number of installs of an application, number of
bookmarks, number of impressions, and number of reviews/ratings (Hoffman & Marek,
2010). Above all, engagement and click-through rates are the most useful indicators to
understand the impact of the company's brand awareness content and campaigns (LinkedIn,
2018). Some of the metrics that can be used to track the impact of brand awareness
campaigns on LinkedIn are; the reach, the cost per 1000 impressions (CPM), the engagement
rate (including likes, comments, shares), and the click-through rate (ibid). These metrics
offered at Linkedin can be supported with other external metrics, for example; the number of
people that search for the brand, surveys that measure brand awareness, traffic to the website,
number of unique visitors, and number of linkbacks that the content is generating (ibid).
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However, what makes brand awareness hard to measure is that people do not always have to
be engaged with the content to have awareness of a brand (LinkedIn, 2018).

2.5.1 Employee and Leader presence

The success of a brand’s social media strategy is dependent on the management support,
which must empower and engage all employees within the business (Rowley & Timothy,
2016). Presence of employees and leaders has to be extended beyond the marketing and
communications department, and other parts of the business have to be involved as well. In
order to make employees engaged with the company's social media activities, they should get
training, policies, and guidelines in order to contribute to the company’s social media
presence (ibid). A key process for empowering and engaging employees is for the
management to support and involve all employees from different departments in the social
media conversations. One way to do this is to have people responsible to support and manage
these processes within the business. The challenge with empowering and engaging employees
is to get the management to master the need for social media involvement for all parties of
the business, and to understand the benefits of involving their employees in the social media
strategy. Another challenge is to manage the communication, and to ensure that all employees
have consistency and the same tone of voice in messages, since they become brand
ambassadors of the company (Rowley & Timothy, 2016).

2.6 Summary of Literature Review

The aim of this chapter was to provide a theoretical framework of the topics approached in
this study. With the above outlined foundation, the researchers have reflected on the link
between social media and brand awareness for corporate B2B brands. Since the research of
social media and brand awareness in connection is scarce, the researchers had to incorporate
these two separate concepts to answer the research question properly.

For corporate brands to be successful, a crucial component is to establish awareness of the
brand. Brand awareness refers to the degree that customers are aware of the brand and to
what extent it is known among them. Moreover, brand awareness consists of two components
- brand recognition and brand recall. Recognition is achieved through aided recall, and refers
to the ability of an individual to recognize the brand after being exposed to it. Brand recall,
on the other hand, is achieved through unaided recall. It refers to the ability of an individual
to recall a brand from memory when disposed to relevant indications, yet not being exposed
to it or provided with brand examples. Thus, brand recall is more difficult to retrieve than
brand recognition. Furthermore, there are different levels of brand awareness, these are;
unawareness of the brand, brand recognition, brand recall, top of mind, and dominant brand.
The awareness of a brand can be seen as a process, from which the brand is unknown and has
to climb its way up. In addition, brand awareness can support businesses to create value in at
least four ways; anchors to which other associations can be attached, familiarity/liking,
signals of substance/commitment, and brands to be considered. Moreover, there are several
different metrics to use when evaluating and measuring brand awareness, thus those are
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dependent on the objectives of it and what one seeks to know. Finally, brand awareness is
mainly achieved through communication and the best way to gain it is predominantly context
dependent.

In application to this research, brand awareness can be achieved through the use of social
media, because of its powerful role in today’s societies. Social media platforms allow
businesses to boost both brand recognition and recall, through accessing a high number of
people and spreading brand information further by exposing and engaging customers.
Moreover, there are market differences (i.e cultural differences and regulations) that have an
impact on social media, which in turn affects how brand awareness can be managed and
established by corporate B2B brands. In addition, social media content is the most crucial
component for influencing brand awareness. More specifically, businesses should incorporate
entertainment, customization, trendiness, interaction, EWOM, and employee and leader
presence on their social media platforms, this applies especially to LinkedIn. According to
the literature on brand awareness, the influencing factors that seem to be most applicable and
suitable in social media contexts are; repetition, familiarity, exposure, and differentiation.

With the above summarized foundation, this literature review served as a basis for conducting
the primary data, i.e. formulating relevant questions for the interview guide. Hence, the
components found in the literature review together with the components found in the
empirical findings will guide this research further and finally be presented in an illustrative
figure.
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3

Methodology
The following chapter will outline the methodology that was used to conduct the research. It

will cover the research strategy, research design, and the case study approach that was
applied, along with the reasoning behind these decisions. Moreover, the qualitative data

collection process will be explained and justified. Lastly, the study’s quality aspects will be
elaborated upon.

3.1 Research strategy

To decide which research strategy that is most favorable for a study, several aspects must be
considered (Bell, Bryman & Harley, 2019). Some of these aspects are what purpose the study
aims to fulfill, what questions it seeks to answer, and what role the theory has in terms of
guiding the research. In this thesis, the research strategy will take an exploratory and
qualitative approach since the study’s topic is lacking in existing research. An exploratory
research approach can be beneficial when examining a topic that has not been extensively
researched in the past and where a scarcity of prior understanding is apparent (Bell et al.,
2019). Generally, this stance is associated with generating theories rather than testing
hypotheses (ibid). Since the subject of this thesis is niched and derived from a gap in the
literature, one can argue that the area of research is unexplored. This research aims to fill the
gap in the current literature through developing new insights and interpretations of theory
concerning social media strategies and brand awareness. This will be achieved by linking
those two concepts together, and placing it in relation to corporate brands. The qualitative
data collected by the researchers will thereby contribute to a broader view, improvements,
and explanations to the areas of interest stated. Moreover, qualitative research often studies a
single or several objectives, such as a company (ibid). Thereby making it a favorable
approach for this thesis since it will be derived from the case company Essity.

The relationship between theory and research can take either an inductive or deductive
reasoning (Bell et al., 2019). As this study derives from a single case company, the
researchers were first introduced to the company to gain a broad perspective of the
organization and its operations. Qualitative research tends to evolve from an inductive
research approach, which means that the researchers begin with gaining an overview of the
topic or case in order to obtain a broad understanding (ibid). Based on this, a qualitative study
with an inductive research approach was decided upon as the most valuable alternative for
this study in order to evaluate brand awareness for a corporate brand in a B2B context. The
insights gained from the case company contributed to an initial broad perception of the
subject of brand awareness, which was used as a basis for structuring the research.
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3.2 Research design

For this research, a single case study was deemed to be the most suitable approach. The
research design can be defined as the framework which the researchers take into account
when they collect and analyze data (Bell et al., 2019). It helps to structure the use of the
chosen research method. A single case study was chosen since this research will focus solely
on one company and result in an intensive and detailed analysis of this specific case. It was
therefore deemed to be the most suitable research design based on the specific purpose and
research question of this study (ibid).

3.2.1 Case study

The case study design provides the researchers with the possibility to investigate a specific
case or topic in-depth in its natural environment (Bell et al., 2019). The case company (i.e.
Essity) in this research is currently facing the challenge of increasing brand awareness for a
fairly young corporate brand operating on a global scale. Essity has concluded that one of the
most effective ways to accomplish this task is through the usage of social media. However,
they would like to gain insights into how this could be done the best and efficiently, which is
also found to be a gap in the literature, especially in the context of B2B and corporate
branding. Therefore, the case of Essity suits the aims of this research and will contribute with
practical recommendations. Rowley (2002) argues that a case study is a preferable design
when the given case is exclusive and has something special to declare. This can be connected
to Essity, since they have a specified issue at hand and want to gain outside perspective on the
situation and their strategy for brand awareness.

The case used in business research is usually a company and should be applicable to answer
why or how something happens (Yin, 2011; Bell, et al., 2019). It is therefore an appropriate
design to use in this thesis, which aims to broaden the literature within the topic brand
awareness for corporate brands, with an in-depth analysis of the company case Essity. The
focus of a case design is to provide a deep understanding of a case, rather than a generalized
view (Bell, et al., 2019). Moreover, the case (i.e Essity) itself should be an interesting subject
to study, and the researchers’ task is to emphasize specific elements of the case. The
corporate brand of Essity was established in 2017, which makes it a relatively new brand on
the market compared to many other established competitors. Essity owns many sub-brands
which makes it a complex operation to study. In addition, many of the sub-brands have
already obtained strong brand awareness positions in several of the markets that Essity’s
operates in. Usually, companies that obtain strong corporate brands can utilize their market
position as a springboard for potential sub-brands. In contrast, Essity is trying to do the
opposite, which is to build a strong corporate brand while their sub-brands currently possess a
higher brand awareness. If Essity manages to establish a stronger corporate brand, they can
attain a leading position within their market field which makes it especially interesting to
study.
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Moreover, Essity is a global company that operates in an industry that has performed well
despite a global pandemic, in contrast to many other industries (Research and Markets, 2020;
IndustryArc, 2020). It is also a significantly interesting case to study since learnings can be
drawn on how to use social media as a corporate brand with B2B customers as a target
audience. In consideration of this, a case study is often preferable for exploratory research,
since it generates insights and builds theory rather than tests established theories (Bell et al.,
2019) which is applicable on this specific study whereas the current literature is scarce.
Moreover, There will always be disadvantages, as well as advantages regardless of which
research design is chosen to conduct research (Bell et al., 2019). Siggelkow (2007) argues
that researchers often experience that their sample is too small when conducting a case study.
However, Flyvbjerg (2006) argues that a case study offers a detailed and explicit view which
reflects the real world. He also claims that a case study contributes in regards to the learning
process for the ones conducting the research, which can be confirmed by the researchers of
this thesis who have gained knowledge and insights into the chosen topic.

3.3 Data Collection

For this research, the data was collected in two steps. Firstly, through a secondary data
scanning and reviewing, including the determination of keywords and inclusion and
exclusion criteria. Secondly, the primary data was collected through in depth interviews with
employees at Essity, as well as deemed to be experts within the field of social media and
especially LinkedIn performance.

3.3.1 Secondary Data Collection

The gathering of secondary data for this research consisted of academic research and
literature within the field of study. To avoid biases, a systematic literature review was
conducted as the first part of the external data collection process. This step included scoping
already existing literature by structuring these based on relevant keywords (see Table 2) and
inclusion and exclusion criteria (Table 3) (Bell et al., 2019). The different keywords were
defined to narrow the research and used to find legitimate and significant sources within the
subjects of this research, while the inclusion and exclusion criteria set guidelines regarding
what was of relevance to use. Moreover, the systematic approach also compiled findings from
previous research which simplified the process to define existing gaps. In addition, external
books, peer-reviewed articles, and scientific reports were of importance to gain an overview
of the subject in terms of models, strategies, and theories. References in journals that were
deemed appropriate for the field of this research were further explored to find other relevant
studies. Thus, a snowball-effect was triggered in the selection process of finding sources. The
collection of secondary data was a necessary action to increase current knowledge about the
case company, subject field, and the specific industry. The external literature was gathered
from different databases, but primarily from Web of Science, Google Scholar, and the
Gothenburg University library’s exclusive search engine. The results of this process were
mainly used in the Background and Literature Review sections but were also useful in the
analysis to draw conclusions as a supplement to the primary data that was collected.
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Table 2, Keywords for literature search

As stated above, when appealing articles were found, before used in this research, they were
evaluated based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria presented in Table 3 below. The
inclusion criteria were based on the scope of this study, and its applicability to answer the
research question and fulfill the purpose of this thesis (Bell et al., 2019). The exclusion
criteria, on the other hand, acted as guidance to neglect articles that were not of relevance for
this research, which mirrors the delimitations taken. To ensure the relevance of the articles
used, all were peer reviewed and had reached a significant number of citations. The sources
used to discuss social media were based on research conducted during recent years to assure
updated information, which was crucial since social media continuously evolves. However,
the sources regarding brand awareness were based on initial resources of the subject, due to
the fact that all new studies found were based on these original theories.

Table 3, Inclusion and Exclusion criteria

3.3.2 Primary Data Gathering

The case study of this research included a qualitative research method in terms of a total of
eight in-depth semi-structured interviews. Six of the interviews were conducted with
Communication Managers working at Essity, and one interview was held for each market (i.e.
Germany, France, Sweden, the UK, the US, and Mexico). The remaining two interviews were
conducted with two external experts. The reasoning behind this approach was to gain an
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overview of how the different markets operate on social media, in order to identify patterns
and find what influences brand awareness for a corporate B2B brand. In alignment with this,
it was of great importance for Essity that all of the six markets were considered, since they
are a global company and wanted to take learnings from the different markets and thereby
gain insights that can be applicable across the business, to the largest extent possible. A
qualitative strategy emphasizes people’s perceptions of a social context shaped by constant
changes (Patel & Davidson, 2011). This is confirmed by Bell et al., (2019) who state that
qualitative methods focus on words instead of numbers throughout the collection process.

3.3.2.1 Interviews

The interviews took a semi-structured approach with a mixture of open and close-ended
questions. Since this method is rather flexible it provided the researchers with an opportunity
to collect comprehensive insights of the interviewees, which is a beneficial aspect of this
approach according to Bell et al., (2019). For this thesis, it was deemed appropriate since the
aim was to deepen current knowledge within brand awareness for corporate brands on social
media. Moreover, interviews contribute with the interviewees’ perspective and insights about
recognized issues or possibilities (ibid). Before conducting the semi-structured interviews, an
interview guide was prepared with questions by the researchers. The interview guide was
based on the compiled theoretical framework from the secondary data collection, and differed
slightly depending on whether the interviewees were Essity employees or external parties
(Appendix 8.1 & 8.2). The reasoning behind this choice was to make sure the interview
questions were in line with the purpose of the thesis. Questions were mostly asked in a
different order depending on the answers that were provided. It is therefore not unusual that
new questions appear along the way when the interviewers pick up something that is said
during the interview (Bell et al., 2019). However, most of the questions that were prepared
beforehand in the interview guide were generally asked during the semi-structured interview.

The interviews began with initial questions to create an open environment and make the
interviewees comfortable. Then, more specific questions regarding the topic of the research
and Essity’s current performance were asked. An important aspect to have in mind during the
interviews is that the answers are framed by the personal impressions and opinions of the
interviewee. For example what he or she considers as important in terms of behavior, events,
and patterns (ibid). The semi-structured approach was most beneficial for this research since
it provides a clear guide of how to ask questions but still provides the flexibility to go
off-script to adapt every interview depending on the interviewee and his or her experiences.
This was especially important for the research, since this made it possible for the researchers
to have a similar interview guide for the internal and external interviews, which made
patterns and findings prominent and contributed to a more proper analysis. By taking this
approach, the researchers had a unique opportunity to dig deeper into certain topics that could
be of interest to the research. Since some of the questions in the interview guide were specific
to market performance with a focus on Essity’s HMS business area, the interview guide was
sent out beforehand to all the interviewees in order for them to prepare their answers. This
includes a risk that the interviewees would search for answers, for example how to identify
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brand awareness. However, since the interview guide included specific performance
questions and to ensure efficient interview sessions, this was deemed to be the most
appropriate alternative.

3.3.2.1.1 Selection Process of the Interviewees

The selection process of choosing the relevant respondents to interview for the primary data
gathering is crucial and directly influences the empirical findings. According to Bell et al.,
(2019) carefully choosing the right interviewees will lead to fewer biases. Before selecting
the participants, the researchers had many meetings with their supervisor at Essity.
Thereafter, the researchers set up several contact meetings with employees within the field of
study, more specifically employees who work within communication across the organization.
The reasoning behind this was to gain an overview of the organization, an understanding of
what the employees work with, and to identify if they or anyone they worked with would be
appropriate for an interview session to this research. It was apparent that based on the country
Essity operates in, different market teams are responsible for driving the communication in
that country.

The six internal employees who were selected for the interviews were chosen after close
deliberation with the supervisor at Essity. The decision to interview one Communication
Manager per market was made on the basis that the communication department is mainly
responsible for Essity’s social media activities and communication. The Communication
Managers are also responsible for tasks around brand awareness on social media. Thereby,
they have a broad overview of Essity’s social media strategy and their specific market, which
makes them appropriate respondents for this study. For that reason, the sample method for the
interviews can be defined as a non-probability approach, in contrast to random selection (Bell
et al., 2019). The expertise of the interviewees was therefore set as a crucial component for
the selection process. Moreover, a purposive sampling approach was used, which is
commonly used for qualitative research (ibid). In this approach, the researchers base the
choice of interviewees on their own judgement. Hence, in line with the literature, the
researchers conducted the sampling with the purpose of the research in mind, which enhances
the capability to answer the research question. This choice of sampling method was deemed
as appropriate since this research aims to contribute to current research about brand
awareness, especially on social media. Thereby, it was crucial that the interviewees were
experienced in this area.

To ensure subjective opinions, and as an additional component to the internal interviews, two
external interviews were also conducted. The viewpoint from external experts intended to
provide insight and suggestions for future recommendations for the case company. This
decision was also taken in cooperation with Essity, since they are working with external
agencies, i.e. have close collaboration with them, and outsource several social media
activities to them. It was therefore deemed appropriate to interview both internal and external
parties, since their knowledge complement each other and the agencies have more specific
performance details. Essity works with several agencies which are specialized in different
fields. Essity has one agency that is planning social media content and ensuring performance,
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and another one that provides guidance and support on how to best utilize LinkedIn as a
platform. Thus, from this point forward referred to as Agency Expert, is specialized in the
area of Essity’s performance on social media, while the LinkedIn Expert is specialized
particularly in LinkedIn as a platform. Once all interviewees were identified, the researchers
reached out to them through email, which included a short description of the research that
was being conducted, its purpose, what value their contribution would bring, and a proposed
date for a virtual interview on Teams.

Table 4: List of Interviewees

3.3.2.1.2 Interview Process

All interviews were conducted in English to prevent misinterpretations by translations since
English is the primary language of this thesis. The researchers were aware that English is not
the primary language for all interviewees, which was taken into consideration during the
analyzing process. However, since all interviewees communicated in English in their daily
work, they were all assumed to be capable of answering questions regarding their work
without distinctive error. English was thereby decided to be the best alternative for
communication. In line with Bell et al., (2019), all interview sections were conducted in the
same settings to ensure reliability. All the interviews were recorded, and before starting the
interviews the interviewees were asked for approval due to ethical considerations. The
recordings of the interviews were used as a basis for the transcriptions. Moreover, both
researchers participated in all interview sections to establish a greater understanding and
assure recognition and reduce the disparity between the interviews. One of the researchers
took notes and the other led the conversation with follow-up questions.

All interviews were conducted through the digital platform Microsoft Teams for several
reasons. Primarily, due to restrictions in line with the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic. Secondly,
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this research covers six markets and countries whereas all interviewees were located in
different places, which made it hard to execute through face-to-face interviews. Another
alternative to face-to-face interviews could be phone interviews, highlighted by Bell et al.,
(2019). However, such interviews increase the risk of misunderstandings. For example, they
do not enable the interviewers to see the body language of the interviewees which can lead to
a less accurate interpretation of the answers, and thereby less reliable findings (ibid). Also,
Teams is used as the primary method for communication and meetings by Essity in their daily
operations, which made it an even more eminent choice for conducting the interviews. A pilot
interview was conducted beforehand to make sure that the questions were of relevance to the
research, and changes were made afterwards based on the constructive feedback from the
pilot interview. For example, if some questions were repetitive or off topic. The number of
questions was also adapted according to the planned timing of one hour. The interviews took
between 40 and 60 minutes.

3.3 Data Analysis

According to Bell et al., (2019) analyzing the data collected is a fundamental part of every
research. It is essential to use a structured method in order to build a framework in which the
findings and the collected data can be analyzed properly. This research took an iterative
approach in the data collection and analysis process, which means that the researchers go
back and forth between the theoretical findings, empirical findings, and the analysis (Bell et
al., 2019). This approach was deemed suitable for the thesis, since the field of creating brand
awareness on social media is rather uninvestigated. Moreover, it was an appropriate approach
to move between these different sections to avoid missing any valuable information that
could be useful to answer the research question or fulfill the purpose of the thesis. It also
creates a possibility for the researcher to consistently compare the theory with the findings
(Glaser, 1999).

To analyze the primary data gathered from the interviews a thematic analysis was applied. A
thematic analysis is a common approach in qualitative research (Bell et al., 2019) and was
appropriate for this study due to the large amount of unstructured textual material that was
collected during the interview sessions. To better understand this large amount of
information, a thematic analysis helps the researchers to identify recurring themes, patterns,
or ideas, as well as pinpoint similarities and differences between the interview transcripts
(ibid). This was done through coding, which includes the process of separating the data into
different categories so that the researchers can get a greater interpretation of the conducted
data. Color coding was used to distinguish the identified themes and frequently used words.
These themes served as a basis for the influencing factors presented in this thesis. When
coding in qualitative research, there is a risk that social contexts are overlooked, for example
if the researchers ignore the background of a statement (ibid). To avoid this, one of the
researchers took notes during the interviews to highlight potential themes that were later
compared to the recordings and discussed between the researchers to ensure credibility and
avoid potential misinterpretations.
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Table 5, Examples of how the color coding was performed

3.4 Quality of Research

The quality of this research has been briefly acknowledged in the method section. Thus, this
part will dig deeper into the measures taken to assure the thesis’ ultimate quality. According
to Bell et al., (2019), the most frequently used quality assessment tools are ‘validity’ and
‘reliability’ which will be evaluated below, along with the ethical considerations taken.

3.4.1 Validity

The validity of a study can be defined as the extent to which the conclusions drawn by the
researchers are accurate with the basis of the data they have collected (Bell et al., 2019). To
ensure the validity of this research, the researcher made sure that the process of the data
analysis was structured through a thematic analysis which included color coding different
themes and frequently used words. An online brainstorming session between the researchers
and their supervisors also took place to create a guideline for what kind of internal and
secondary data would be of use for the research. In regards to case studies, three main types
of validity are relevant; internal, external, and construct validity. The internal validity
addresses to what extent the empirical data matches the results and insights provided by the
researchers. According to Bell et al., (2019) a single case study design usually has a strong
internal validity, since the researchers will conduct research on a specific case, and thereby
concepts will emerge from the collected data. To further ensure internal validity the
researchers discussed their findings along the way with their supervisors and the interviewees
to see if anything was unclear. This decreased the risk of misinterpretations and allowed
clarification. In qualitative research, there is also a risk for personal biases, since the
interviewees and the researchers may differ in their perceptions (ibid). This is an issue that is
difficult to avoid, but the researchers took this into consideration during the whole research
process to lower the risk of biases. That several of the interviews were conducted with
internal employees was also considered as a potential bias.
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A single case study generally has a weak external validity due to the fact that it is based on a
single case, which makes it difficult to prove that the results are representative to other
business operations. To cope with the issue regarding generalizability, the researchers created
a literature review based on current research. This functioned as a basis for the interview
guide and later the analysis. The level of external validity concerning case studies have been
debated among researchers in the past, and some researchers wonder how a single case can
lead to findings that apply to other cases, or how one can draw general conclusions based on
single cases (Bell et al., 2019). Kanter (1977) stated that a single case study yields meaning to
abstract propositions and generates concepts. Lee, Collier, and Cullen (2007) suggest that the
strength of case studies is not a generalization, but rather particularization. According to
Flyvjberg (2006) there is a common misunderstanding that a case study cannot be
generalized. He claims that a deep-dive into a case creates a basis for detailed
context-dependent knowledge, and refers to the belief that scientists within social and natural
fields have used strategically chosen cases instead of random samplings for centuries.
Moreover, the construct validity has to do with the extent to which the research question is
answered, which was taken into consideration by the researcher in all of the different sections
of this thesis. To reach high objectivity across the data gathered, eight interviews were
performed with a flexible approach to ensure that the interviewees could share critical
insights and experiences.

3.4.2 Reliability

Reliability can be explained as the replicability of the findings of qualitative research, based
on if it would yield the same results if resembling research would be conducted (Lecompte &
Goetz, 1982; Bell et al., 2019). According to Leung (2015), reliability can be divided into
external or internal reliability, whereas consistency is highlighted as a crucial component in
terms of qualitative studies. External reliability concerns to what degree the research can be
imitated and interpreted. When qualitative methods are applied, external reliability is
commonly an issue, especially in a case study since these usually focus on a specific
company that provides very specific details. To cope with this issue, documenting every
detail and the steps taken is helpful (Bell et al., 2019). This was done by the researchers of
this study to ensure reliability. For example, an interview guide was created and all interviews
were transcribed after they were conducted. The interview guide is provided in the thesis
(Appendix 8.1 & 8.2) and can thereby be utilized in future studies.

Moreover, these steps of transparency also enhanced the replicability of the research. The
social settings of this specific study can easily change in terms of the company, employees, or
the customers, which will impact the replicability if a similar study were conducted. In the
context of Essity, the findings from the interviews may vary if a new employee is recruited as
a Communication Manager, or if a new target audience is defined. The reliability is thus
enhanced as the interviewees positions were stated. The external reliability will also be
affected by the fact that this thesis dives deep into a case company, which as stated before
makes it difficult to generalize for other organizations or industries.
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In regards to internal reliability, it is connected to how data is understood by different
researchers (Yin, 2011). If different researchers agree on the results, it shows high internal
reliability. To ensure the internal reliability of this study, two researchers have been involved
during the whole research process. Bell et al., (2019) confirm this by stating that two
researchers or more, enhance the internal reliability since several researchers then interpret
findings in the same way and agree upon how these should be applied in the analysis. To keep
the internal reliability high, the researchers had many discussions during the different
processes with each other and were both present during the interviews.

3.4.3 Ethical Considerations

It is crucial to consider ethical issues that can arise when conducting a research (Bell et al.,
2019). Some of the most discussed ethical principles that are brought up in terms of business
research are the harm of participants, lack of informed consent, invasion of privacy, and
prevention of deception (Diener & Crandall, 1978). To avoid causing harm to the
interviewees, such as stress (Diener & Crandall, 1978) the researchers sent out the interview
requests in time and made sure the meetings did not interfere with any other activity in the
interviewees’ schedules. If the interviewees requested a new timeslot, the researchers were
open and flexible to change the time of the interview to a time that better suited the candidate.
Moreover, it is of great importance that the potential recordings are handled with care and
kept confidential to prevent any harm of the participants (Bell et al., 2019). The researcher
kept recordings on one of the researcher's computers with password to avoid it getting spread
to unauthorized personnel and deleted the material after the analysis was finalized.

Before the interviews started, the interviewees were told that their participation is
anonymous, but that their role will be shared in the thesis if they approved. Issues regarding
anonymity and confidentiality are especially important in regards to qualitative research,
where the researchers must consider the possible identification of an organization or the
people interviewed (Bell et al., 2019). Since the researchers have signed a NDA with the case
company, this issue was frequently discussed with their supervisor at the case company. This
was done in order to make sure that no confidential information was shared outside of the
organization as well to avoid potential harm to the interviewees. To assure consent, all
respondents were provided with information about the research, the purpose of the
interviews, and how the data will be handled before their participation took place. This was
done to give the interviewees the possibility of making an informed decision on whether they
would like to take part in the research. Since it is difficult to inform the participants about all
aspects of the research, the researchers chose to only communicate the most relevant
information. For example, the interviewees were informed that the interviews were recorded
if consent was given. Since the subject that is studied is business related and not harmful in
itself, the ethical considerations such as lack of informed consent or harm to participants were
mitigated. To ensure privacy of the involved individuals, the researchers informed all of the
respondents that they were not obligated to answer any question, as well as that the interview
could be ended at any time if requested. The researchers further prevented deception by being
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transparent with what they were investigating, and not presenting the research as something
other than what was being studied, in line with Bell et al., (2019).
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4

Empirical Findings
This chapter will present the results from the primary data collection, specifically the

interviews with Communication Managers, the LinkedIn Expert and the Agency Expert. It
includes the found themes from this study’s field research and citations that illustrate these

themes.

4.1 Defining Brand Awareness

When the interviewees were asked about what brand awareness is according to them, they
gave a variety of answers. What they all agreed on is that brand awareness concerns whether
people know about a brand, in this case Essity. If the brand is recognized, how it is perceived
by others, and what it is associated with, are other components that the interviewees
mentioned as important parts of brand awareness. The LinkedIn Expert and Agency Expert
stated that it is not enough to just know about the existence of a brand, it must have a greater
meaning, for example what it stands for and its overall purpose. Also, the products of the
brand have to be remembered and recognized when needed in order to create long term brand
awareness.

But of course it's not just the name... we don’t only want to create “We know Essity”, we want
them to know that it is a company which is producing Zewa, Tempo, Bodyform and all the

other brands, but also we want people to do the associations and connections to that this is a
good employer, and a sustainable and innovative brand. We want them to fill up the brand

name and connect it with all these messages.

- Communication Manager, Germany

The view of brand awareness from many of the Communication Managers differs slightly
from this perspective. For example, the CM Sweden stated that brand awareness is when
people know a little bit about what the brand stands for and what it does, whilst the CM
Mexico said that brand awareness is about having proud communication that tells people how
great the brand is, and the CM US announced that brand awareness for them is when people
who are looking for a new job know about Essity and wants to apply for it.

You're almost guaranteed, if you were to walk into a room of people, most of them have not
heard of Essity, but they know our brands. Then the question becomes, what's the value of
brand awareness to Essity?... We don't sell Essity, we sell Jobst, Bodyform, and all of the

other brands. The question remains if there is a value in people knowing Essity. I think there
is, certainly from an employer attractiveness point of view...I also think that it's good for

customers, NGOs, politicians, and other external stakeholders to have a strong view of Essity.
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So it maybe doesn't matter too much that consumers don't know who we are, as long as
everybody else does.

- Communication Manager, UK

When the Communication Managers were introduced to “The Brand Awareness Pyramid”
they all had the same idea of which level they perceived Essity to be. For B2B customers,
they all perceived that Essity is somewhere in between unaware of the brand and brand
recognition. In addition, the CM Germany, CM France, and CM Mexico claimed that the
HMS brands are pretty known by the B2B target audience, for example hospitals, but not the
general public and end consumers. Thus, if the brands are known among end consumers they
are most often not linked to Essity. People who know about Essity might not even necessarily
know that they are offering HMS products. Another reason why Essity is placed quite low in
the pyramid is explained by the fact that the brand is still young and new. In general, people
are at this point more aware about the brands that Essity sells than the brand Essity itself.

4.1.1 Measuring Brand Awareness

Regarding measurement of brand awareness, the LinkedIn Expert stated that the metrics
should depend on what the objectives are and what the company has decided as essential to
measure. Therefore, the measurements used for brand awareness can differ between
companies. The Agency Expert argued that what is most suitable is to look at a combination
of different metrics, everything from engagement rates to click through rates. However, what
is important to bear in mind when it comes to social media is that not everyone will engage
with the content even if they are becoming aware of Essity. Meaning that just because the
audience does not engage with the content it does not mean that the company is not growing
their brand awareness, according to both the Linkedin Expert and the Agency Expert.
Therefore, the Agency Expert stated that companies should not rely only on numbers.
Moreover, the CM US explained the issue and complexity with connecting brand awareness
metrics on social media to the actual brand awareness gained from it:

‘’...it is hard to find out who, where and how people found out about Essity and our brands.
I'm not getting to see the actual results of my work. I don't know what my brand awareness on
social media has increased or decreased. I don't know that people are buying more Tork just

because of the social media content. I don't know that people are applying to a job because of
the brand awareness they got. I can't get this kind of data. I know that they're clicking on the

link, and they're engaging, but I actually don't know the actual results. This is a challenge
that I have in my job since I’m not getting the end results, data and insight. I think it’s hard to

see how, what and where people get the brand awareness from. ‘’

- Communication Manager, US
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Moreover, the Global Essity Team and the Agency interviewed provide all the countries with
statistics and data insights on brand awareness every second year. Occasionally, they also do
a competitor analysis on this theme. Usually, the countries themselves do not measure their
market's brand awareness, since it is expensive, resource intensive, and time consuming.
Many of the Communication Managers said that they have not heard any news regarding
their brand awareness for a while from the Global Essity team, and they are not sure about
what the situation might be at this moment, since they do not track the brand awareness
locally. Also, the CM Germany pointed out that there needs to be some time in between the
studies in order for the countries to put in work and experience real progress.

4.2 Social Media Platform: LinkedIn

Both the Experts and the Communication Managers stated that LinkedIn is the most
expensive channel, compared to other social media platforms available. In addition, both the
LinkedIn Expert and the Agency Expert agreed that Linkedin is a unique platform
differentiating from other social media platforms in terms of creating brand awareness. This
is due to the different context of the channel and the mindset people have when using it. The
reason why people are on LinkedIn differ from other social media platforms.

‘’ It's a platform where people of all industry types meet, which is not the case with other
social media platforms, primarily Facebook. For example Facebook, it's more like a standard

time on the platform, you spend the time on watching videos, catching up with friends, and
stuff like that. Whilst on LinkedIn, you invest your time, because you want to learn more, and

want to grow as a professional on the platform’’

- Linkedin Expert

4.2.1 Mindset

According to the CM US, people in their market are more Facebook oriented, and therefore
they have chosen to have a slightly different approach on their LinkedIn channel compared to
the other countries. They are not using it for wide B2B marketing communication, but solely
for employee acquisition and recruitment, because they experience that this kind of content
does not perform well on the platform. Therefore, the US market does not use LinkedIn to
target the HMS audience, instead they use Facebook as the main channel for this, even if they
are not sure if it is the best channel to reach the HMS audience. Also, Germany is mostly
focusing their LinkedIn content on employer branding within HMS at the moment.

Moreover, the CM UK and CM Mexico confirmed this by stating that there had been an
inaccurate attitude among employees on what LinkedIn was used for in the past.

“We are in this mindset transformation that LinkedIn is not just a social media channel to find
a new job or for people to find you to go and work. It was really nice the first time when I

started with these LinkedIn training sessions. My Mexico HR team was like “No, if you train
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people on how to use LinkedIn they're going to leave Essity, or someone is going to take them
from us.” And I was like “No, it's really nice for Essity to have people being proud and

sharing our content.” So, in Mexico, it's growing a lot as a professional or business centric
social media.“

- Communication Manager, Mexico

4.2.2 Expertise and Knowledge

The Agency Expert and LinkedIn Expert stated that having a long term strategy is an
essential part in order to create brand awareness through the use of LinkedIn. The Agency
Expert highlighted the importance of planning the long term approach strategically and
applying consistency to this approach since it takes time to build a brand on social media.
This is something that the LinkedIn Expert emphasized by suggesting that companies should
put half of the effort on the activation, i.e. the short term strategy, and the other half of it on
branding, i.e. the long term strategy. In fact, most companies today are focusing their budgets
on the activation part, meaning that they are mainly focusing on their short term social media
strategy, while they should focus on the branding part before doing any activation. Another
advice given by the Agency Expert is to always focus on being efficient with time, resources
and investments, since the creation of brand awareness does not always require big
productions or budget spent.

Historically, LinkedIn for Essity has been underutilized and they have instead relied on other
channels until recently. However, today they are focusing more on LinkedIn, especially from
the Essity Global perspective. Based on the current data insights from the Agency and
LinkedIn, Essity is performing confidently above benchmarks on the platform, looking at the
most recent campaigns and metrics such as engagement, clicks, likes, comments, shares etc.
This was also further confirmed by a majority of the CM managers in the interviews.
Nonetheless, there is one market that does not share this view on their LinkedIn performance,
which is the US. They experience the reverse, i.e. low performance on LinkedIn compared to
for example Facebook. Moreover, it was clear during the interviews that the agencies that are
helping Essity to manage their social media have a crucial role in enhancing Essity’s brand
awareness.

The challenge is that social media are moving very quickly.... So expertise is needed... This is
where the local agency comes into the picture, they can help us understand better and give us

a direction forward because it is difficult.

- Communication Manager, France

Also, the CM Sweden highlighted that what works today on social media might not work
tomorrow, or what works for one campaign might not have to work for another. Therefore, it
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is important for them to work with professional and innovative experts within the field, in this
case the agencies. They should give Essity the best advice and input, help them monitor
social media, know what is relevant for the industry, and know how the latest trends can be
used to help them move forward and increase the awareness of their brand. This provides an
outside-in perspective that they want their agency to be able to work and provide them with.
However, it was also mentioned that Essity should always have high demands on their
agencies, and challenge them and not settle for less. The CM Sweden further believes that
Essity could learn a lot from new social media and influencers in general, who are producing
content fast, easily accessible, and of high quality.

When the Communication Managers were asked about general insights about their LinkedIn
performance, they only had a brief overview of the current performance and quickly referred
to their agencies for more information. In general, the Communications Managers struggled
to answer the questions that were more specific, such as the performance of HMS on
LinkedIn, and more details about the target audience and content within HMS. For example,
the CM Sweden said that this information is something that they get continuously from the
Global Essity team and the Agency. This statement was also confirmed by the CM Germany
and CM France, who stated that it is difficult for them to tell and answer the specific
questions, and they therefore referred to the Global Essity team and the Agency. Thus, not
much information was shared around those questions. The CM Germany also shared that
since the HMS is a quite new business area for Essity, the available data, information and
insights within the field are limited. This internal knowledge gap within HMS was also
pointed out by the CM UK:

‘’Even internally there's a big piece of work that has to be done to actually educate our own
employees about the health and medical products that we offer. After that, we can start
thinking externally about how we can do that as well. Also it's difficult to educate our

employees about it, because we've only had that medical part of the business for about three
and a half years and it’s still a relatively new part of our business.’’

- Communication Manager, UK

The target audience that performs the best and worst within HMS was not clear for the
Communication Managers. Thus, according to the Agency Expert nurses and healthcare tend
to be the top performing audience. However, all interviewees stressed that this depends on the
case, since factors such as the market, type of campaign, and the content affect the results.
The CM UK stated that the target audience of nurses has performed really well in their
market recently, which could be explained by the fact that in healthcare settings there are
more nurses than other healthcare professionals, such as doctors or surgeons. Therefore, it is
no surprise, according to the Agency Expert, that more nurses engage with the content on
LinkedIn than other healthcare professionals. Furthermore, the knowledge gained from The
latest Brand Awareness Study, which solely focused on the HMS business area, have been
shared with all the markets, and the findings of this study was stressed by the Communication
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Managers as useful and appreciated. However, the US market did not get this brand
awareness report and therefore lacked these insights according to the CM US.

The CM UK further highlights a knowledge gap internally, based on the fact that Essity’s
own employees are not fully aware of HMS. The CM Germany explained that the
unawareness of HMS products has to do with the fact that if a person does not suffer from
those issues that the brand tends to solve, he or she is not likely to know about the brand, or
be interested in it at all. This is something that the CM US confirmed by stating that people
generally do not care about HMS products, since they do not need it or use it. Other products,
apart from HMS, that Essity offer are most often used as everyday essentials, which makes
these products more convenient and understandable. The HMS products, however, struggle
with this, since they are not generally used in everyday life by people that do not cope with
these issues. The perception is that the healthcare audience is much more interested in this
than the general public is. To make the content more interesting, according to the CM US, the
focus has to be different when creating HMS content. It has to be easier to understand and
demonstrate how the HMS products are helping people. Otherwise, people will not care to
engage with that kind of content on social media. Moreover, the Communications Managers’
perspectives differ on whether Essity should only target healthcare audiences or more broadly
across all of their target audiences to increase brand awareness of Essity, especially this
applies within HMS.

4.2.3 Improvements and Features

Even if the general insight is that Essity performs above benchmarks on the platform, there
are some improvements that could be made in order to benefit from the platform even more,
and utilize it to increase Essity’s brand awareness. Those improvements will be discussed in
this section below.

I think that Essity as our client needs to try to reduce the number of posts… I believe that they
will get a better presence on LinkedIn, and a more positive effect long term, if they could try
to put it together a little bit more. Meaning, going a little bit broader and a little bit fewer

posts.

- LinkedIn Expert

However, this goes against what the CM Mexico stated about the Covid-19 situation leading
to a duplicated number of people that are connected online, which influences and increases
the demand of social media content from users. Moreover, both the LinkedIn Expert and
Agency Expert highlighted that it is still easy to leverage that the algorithm works organically
on LinkedIn, compared to other social media platforms. According to them a company should
learn how the algorithm works on the platform and use it to their favor. In that way they can
be visible for the right audience. Moreover, the Agency Expert suggested that companies can
try to use the ‘’LinkedIn Groups’’ function more than they do. This is a great tool since you
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can target these groups organically. Also, the LinkedIn Expert suggested that companies can
use the new features ‘’Linkedin Live’’ and ‘’LinkedIn Story’’ for organic growth and reach.
LinkedIn Live was also emphasized as a potential tool to use by the CM US. The LinkedIn
Expert suggests that Essity should use LinkedIn Live at least once a month to create more
openness as well as interaction with the audience. The topics of the broadcasts does not have
to be that special or cover outstanding subjects, because it is more important with consistency
since repetition builds the brand long term.

The LinkedIn Expert pointed out that the algorithms work best when people engage with
comments, since comments are more valuable than only clicking the ‘’Like button’’. If one
really wants to get fast and high engagement, employees can also take the URL from that
company post and create their own post with a personal tweak. This adds value to the post
and the employees are not just sharing someone else’s content, according to the LinkedIn
Expert. The CM Germany further stated that if an employee shares a post, it feels less
advertised and increases trustworthiness. The LinkedIn Expert also mentions another way to
increase internal engagement, which is to use the feature on LinkedIn that notifies the
employees or leaders of the company when a new post is created, A recurrent question
brought up by the Communication Managers in the interviews, was how to share posts
internally in order to get employees to integrate with the content, and by so increasing the
organic spread. The CM UK believes this can occur naturally when the employees
themselves feel proud over something they have accomplished and thereby want to engage.
However, the CM Sweden argues that this needs to be professionalized in order to reach other
departments and not only the communication side of the business. Thus, when asked if there
were any other ways to best share content internally, the LinkedIn expert did not have any
answer.

Furthermore, the general perception of the Communication Managers at Essity is that paid
content through the use of targeting, is one of the most important parts in order to create
brand awareness. All interviewees agree that performance results are always better with paid
and targeting, and it is highlighted as the best way to create brand awareness on social media.
The CM Germany means that nowadays with organic posts i.e. unpaid posts, one can not
reach anyone anymore. Also, the CM Mexico emphasizes this by stating that organic content
in Mexico barely reaches people. This view on unpaid content coming from many of the
Communication Managers is quite different from the Agency and LinkedIn Experts
perspective. Both of them emphasized that there is still a lot companies can do organically on
LinkedIn, without always putting paid behind the content. For example, companies can create
interesting posts and use stories that people can engage with completely organically by
focusing on a specific topic or an industry area, and completely dominate that chosen area.
According to the Agency Expert, if there is enough consideration and understanding what
kind of content works and does not work on a market level, organic content can be useful.
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4.3 Brand Exposure

It was clear during the interviews that Essity has an established social media strategy to
expose the brand to a larger audience. Many of the interviewees also highlighted that Essity
needs to be visible on different social media platforms depending on the content and audience
targeted to increase brand exposure. A majority of the interviewees agreed that the more
customers are exposed to a brand, the greater the chance that they will remember, recognize,
and recall the brand. If exposure increases, it influences the familiarity of the brand. To
achieve brand exposure, the interviewees stressed the importance of consistency, repetition,
and the advantages of having strong sub-brands.

4.3.1 Consistency

In order to establish brand exposure, many of the interviewees mentioned that consistency
and repetition on social media are two key aspects to ensure success. Furthermore, brand
awareness was explained as a slow process that has to be worked on continuously. The
essential part of consistency was further supported by the CM Sweden, who stated that
content needs to be consistent in order to stand out.

‘’It just takes time, you can't create brand awareness overnight. You've got to have a long
term plan to create brand awareness...We want people to talk about us as a global leader in

hygiene and health, so we have to prove that overtime. Because you can't just tell people
you're a global leader you have to act like one too and prove it, in order for people to believe

in it. This requires time, consistency and repetition of content that allow us to position
ourselves as a global leader in hygiene and health.’’

- Communication Manager, UK

4.3.2 Sub-brands

A common perception among the Communication Managers is that Essity’s sub-brands are
more known and recognized than the corporate brand in a majority of the markets. The CM
Mexico emphasized that Essity’s sub-brands are generally well known, but not within HMS,
whereas regulations are hindering them from naming the brands and the products. However,
according to the CM UK the sub-brands are well known in the UK and can be used as strong
proof points for the corporate brand. Moreover, the CM Germany emphasizes that they utilize
the sub-brands to create awareness in the German market as well.

“For the UK I would say that people know our brands. Therefore when we post something
about one of the brands, it's like a really strong proof point for what we stand for as a

corporate brand... I think that’s because people can physically see something and it's a real
example of something we've done. “
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- Communication Manager, UK

The CM UK further states that people like real tangible proof points. The sub-brands are
thereby a really strong asset to grow brand awareness and grow Essity’s reputation. People
know the sub-brands better than they know Essity, and there’s an immediate familiarity with
them. Moreover, the Agency Expert highlights benefits with familiar sub-brands and how a
corporate brand may take advantage of this.

“Because Essity is a corporate brand, there are a lot of things that we can't do. The brands
themselves can do a lot more, like barrier breaking and thought leadership stuff that create

more engagement. So yeah, we definitely get more buzz, engagement, and conversation
starting, when we're using the sub brand content that is easy to grasp for the audience. At

least when it is breaking barriers, the kind of content that originates from the brands we get
high engagement. “

- Agency Expert

4.4 Personality

The CM Mexico stated that it is important as a company to have a greater purpose, but also
the value in acting accordingly. A way to achieve this according to a majority of the
interviewees was to maintain a strategy, which involved several aspects. According to the
CM UK, one approach to this can be to create a strong personality on social media.

“The other important thing is having a personality. Through social media companies can
create more unique personalities, whereas in traditional media they can still do that but it's

more difficult. On social media, companies can create their own voices and faces, and really
establish a personality. I can see that the companies that can put a strong personality into

their social media seem to do well.”

- Communication Manager, UK

4.4.1 Differentiation

The CM UK highlighted the importance of differentiation:

“I think you've got to be different. Every company is on social media today and I think there's
this huge middle ground of companies that all say and do the same thing… There's a handful
that do something different and do something really amazing or inspiring. I think it's those
last mentioned companies that are driving their brand awareness... If you just follow what

everybody else does, you're not really getting anywhere, you're just kind of ticking a box, but
you're not really moving the brand forward.”

- Communication Manager, UK
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This is further supported by the CM Sweden, who states that content needs to stand out and
get people’s attention in order to be different.

“ It is important to show that there is so much more behind the brand and not just earning
money. This will make every company much more successful. To share on a wider

scale what you do as a competitor, not solely focusing on the products or services you
offer is today crucial.’’

- LinkedIn Expert

4.4.2 Create Noise

In the specific case of Essity, creating noise is connected to their vision to break barriers to
well-being. A majority of the interviewees agreed that talking about taboos and promoting
open conversations about challenging topics is a way to raise awareness about Essity as a
corporate brand. To name an example, content that is not translated into the local language in
the Mexican market usually performs poorly, but the CM Mexico discussed how an episode
of a podcast Essity launched about incontinence, which performed above expectations despite
being in English.

“English content will never work in Mexico. But the incontinence podcast was the top
performing globally in our market. We are not that open in that conversation here in Mexico.

There's a lot of taboos and stigmas for incontinence.“

- Communication Manager, Mexico

The CM France raised another example of breaking taboos in the French market, where
Essity’s sub-brand Nana was the first brand in France to show red blood on advertisements
for period products.

“At the beginning it was a nightmare for us, because we received a lot of complaints. But
when we analyzed things, we could see that yes, we have had a lot of complaints, but we've

also had very positive comments about this campaign. It was the first time that French people
were speaking about this taboo.“

- Communication Manager, France

For Essity in France, this led to a meeting with a member of the France government who later
posted on social media that Essity is a courageous brand that has a strategy to break taboos.
This public discussion resulted in a partnership with the French Red Cross, and a positive
imprinted image of Essity which is still mentioned as the first company showcasing blood in
advertisements in the weekly news. The CM Mexico argued that breaking taboos is a winning
concept in order to increase brand awareness on LinkedIn.
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“Keep on opening the conversation, challenging and taking risks. The breaking barriers
purpose that we have...Because we’re challenging taboos and a lot of things. If we keep on
raising the conversation on these topics, people will start trusting in Essity. That is what we
need for people to get to know us, to be interested to know more about Essity...So we have to

make that. Get top of mind by talking about what people are not talking about normally.”

- Communication Manager, Mexico

4.5 Social Media Content

When the interviewees were asked to discuss the major challenges and benefits of creating
brand awareness on social media, everyone agreed that content is one of the most essential
elements. Thus, it should be in line with established social media themes that the company
has set up for itself, to ensure consistency. The importance of establishing different themes
that the company uses as a basis for the content creation is brought up during several of the
interviews with the Communication Managers.

All the interviewees further highlighted that one of the many pitfalls for creating engagement
and brand awareness on social media is creating too commercial, bragging and/or selling
content, but also when the content is solely product focused. This should be strongly avoided,
according to the LinkedIn Expert and Agency Expert, since it tends to be uninteresting and
perceived as annoying by the target audiences. The LinkedIn Expert stated that companies
should in general avoid too many heavy corporate posts, since the target audience might
experience this as complex or incomprehensible. According to the Agency Expert, a lot of
what Essity does on social media today is rather promotional, as they are trying to squeeze in
as much as possible in a few posts. The CM US stated that Essity must adapt the message to
avoid it being promotional or bragging, and instead talk about what the products do for
people. It was also stated by the CM US that it is beneficial to not brand the content until the
end, for example in a short film, because then people do not experience it as commercial or
selling, and therefore want to watch the whole film.

‘’ I think when we're adding more value to healthcare professionals in some way, the content
seems to perform well. So during the pandemic, we put on things like free virtual seminars
and there've been quite a lot of digital Facebook Live Events. Here we have been offering

education, tools, and resources for free to help healthcare professionals...In this way we help
them in their professional role and make their lives easier during this time when hospitals are

under pressure...Under the pandemic, anything that we can demonstrate that will support
them or make life easier for them is performing really well’’

- Communication Manager, UK
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4.5.1 Entertainment

The CM US stated that a company has to find a way to communicate messages in an
engaging and catchy way. According to the LinkedIn expert, the copy i.e. text of the post,
together with the image or video will affect the success of a certain social media post. This is
confirmed by the CM US who stated that people get attracted to read a post depending on
how the message is framed and the chosen image or video. Mainly, the visual image makes
people stop and take their time to read the message of the social media post. Moreover, all
interviewees confirmed that human, emotional and caring content is successful on social
media, since it entertains people.

‘’I think content that feels as human as possible is the most successful. Thinking back to the
campaigns that have performed particularly well over the years, I think the sustainability

stories was a very engaging campaign, because it gave a new perspective and had this layer
of personality ‘’

- Agency Expert

‘’Emotional content is engaging people a lot and is very successful. That's something that's
popped up recently, especially on LinkedIn. So that's something I think companies in general

need to do more.’’

- Linkedin Expert

The CM US agrees that the more touching and caring the content is the more likely it is to
perform well on social media. This was further exemplified by the Zewa campaign, which
was an emotional campaign demonstrating the unfair race between genders, through the use
of kids. The campaign was not translated to English, but reached the American audience well,
which is unusual since this audience tends to be unresponsive to communication that does not
originate from America. The CM US explained that the underlying cause of this is that
emotional content touches people and makes them want to watch and engage with the post.
Moreover, it is stated that the content about donations is without doubt the best performing in
the US, since people enjoy seeing what Essity has done for others. It was phrased by the CM
US that people do not respond to ‘’breaking barriers content’’ (i.e. content that aims to break
stigmas, taboos, and norms) in their market as well as they do with caring content.

The CM Mexico further argued that it is easier to engage customers by using testimonies,
especially if it shows how a real person is using the product rather than showcasing the
product by itself. This is especially true for HMS, since these products can be complex for the
general customer. Showcasing a product with a human in action thereby creates a link and
makes it easier for the viewer to understand the overall product solution. An example of this,
brought up by the CM US, is that it is by now known that a post will not perform well if it
does not include people. Moreover, storytelling with the use of humans makes the content
more real, tangible, and understandable when customers can see the application of innovative
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solutions and how these products can change and improve people’s lives. This is further
confirmed by the Agency Expert, who stated that content focused on people outperforms
other types of content, especially if it includes a female. An example of this was the World
Lymphedema Day 2020, which was featured by a female employee at Essity who has
lymphedema. This was brought up as an example of a successful campaign by several of the
interviewees. To emphasize interesting and unique stories generally appears to be working
well in most of the markets, which has led to a desire to create more storytelling content.
However, the US market is currently working on creating real stories, but has not tried it to
any larger extent. Currently, they are experiencing resistance with this kind of content on
LinkedIn, from their audiences.

4.5.2 Customization

The Agency Expert explained that when it comes to building brand awareness in a B2B
capacity, the experience is that brand awareness in a B2B context is more complex than in a
B2C context, as it requires additional measures to be taken. In a B2C context, the brand is
targeted to a private person, whilst in a B2B constellation, it is aimed towards a private
person who also represents a company. On top of that, the person needs to have an
understanding of the brand and need to understand how it could benefit the company they are
representing and working for. According to the Agency Expert, this extra layer of building
brand awareness within a B2B context can be quite complex and challenging..

The Communication Managers agreed that the content created must be phrased in different
ways, through different messages depending on the target audience and market. In terms of
LinkedIn, it was stated that it is extremely effective to reach the right target audiences and
allows the company to customize the message and target easily. Therefore, it is worth the cost
for most of the markets since they are receiving positive results and performance in return.
For example, in the UK market the HMS content performs well on Linkedin, which the CM
UK explains is due to the specific targeting. For example, they can target specific job titles
and organisations, and thereby reach the whole population of healthcare workers in the UK.

Yet, the LinkedIn Expert states that hypertargeting, also known as niche targeting should be
avoided on the platform, since companies today have to focus on broader target audiences if
they ultimately want to reach another company. Meaning that only targeting the decision
maker, business buyer, or manager would not be enough in most of the cases because there
are many more people that are actually involved in the process. The advice would therefore
be to go for a broader targeting approach to reach the full audience. This was further stressed
by the Agency Expert, who stated that, according to the Brand Awareness Study, 15% of
purchase decisions are made solely by decision makers, while 85% of the decisions are made
in consultation with others. This was emphasized by the CM Germany who made a focal
point why it is essential for Essity to target nurses, i.e they influence other people in the
industry, such as doctors, other healthcare professionals, and the decision makers of
purchases. Another advice from the LinkedIn Expert is to be patient and let campaigns go
instead of shutting them down when the engagement is low and performs badly. The majority
of the audiences on LinkedIn are not active on social media daily, which means that the risk
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of missing a campaign or post is high if a company does not let it run for a longer period of
time. What is also known is that people working in the white collar industry (i.e office
workers) tend to be more active on LinkedIn, than people in the blue collar industry (i.e.
non-office workers performing manual labor). This is something that the CM Germany
confirms by saying that HMS content works best on Linkedin, because the platform is used
more by white collars.

4.5.3 Trendiness

The CM US claimed that social media is about reaching people with what they need at the
given time and the external circumstances that people might have to cope with currently. The
CM UK stated that it is hard to break through the noise if one does not have breaking news or
other highly interesting content to share, which is agreed upon by CM Sweden who claims
that content needs to be relevant and about what is happening right now in the industry.
Moreover, the Agency Expert stated that the most common mistake that brands do today is to
piggyback on trends and topics that are not appropriate for them and their brand identity,
which is something that businesses must be careful with.

“We’re definitely at the moment in 2021 where brands are making mistakes. It's good
that brands are being thoughtful about diversity, inclusivity, and intersectionality, but

it's very easy to appear as if you're exploiting people.”

- Agency Expert

4.5.4 Interaction

Interaction with the audience on social media is, according to the Agency Expert, critical for
establishing brand awareness. The CM Mexico stated that one way to involve the audience is
to ask questions and open up for discussions in their posts, with the intention to raise brand
awareness. The Agency Expert further expressed that an advantage with social media is that
it can be used to communicate in a more engaging manner, which triggers interaction.

‘’We can communicate in a more engaging way than in other mediums, because we're not just
able to show something, we’re also able to take it one step further and actually be there to

respond, engage and drive the conversation through interaction. It's not just about looking at
for example a video, but also about interacting with each other. Companies are able to

answer questions, comments and drive conversations. In that way they can also prove things
rather than just showing what they do all the time.‘’

- Agency Expert

Furthermore, the Agency Expert and the CM Mexico stated that Essity has a framework for
answering certain questions, complaints, or statements from their followers on social media.
They also highlighted the importance for businesses to interact and engage in social media
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conversations. Therefore it was emphasized to have a social media team that works to solve
these issues on a daily basis.

4.5.5 Electronic Word Of Mouth (EWOM)

According to the CM UK, a company can benefit from an organic spread on social media,
which means that LinkedIn users naturally share things about Essity to their own network.
Moreover, the CM US stated that it is especially important that reliable information exists and
that customers talk about a brand on social media. This is especially important for Essity’s
HMS products, due to the fact that customers purchasing these products have a higher intent
that these will solve, or ease an issue. In contrast to consumer goods, where people tend to
purchase what they always purchase, or what is cheapest. The CM UK stresses that if Essity
uses real people and employees from Essity, instead of celebrities or spokespeople, who
speak passionately about what they do, it usually generates a lot of buzz. A strong component
emphasized to build brand awareness was to maintain or develop credibility. The CM US
thereby claimed that one way to create trustworthiness is to gain good reviews online, since
that is what people look for before purchasing from a brand. Another way to create
trustworthiness is to be involved in partnerships. The CM UK stated that content regarding a
specific partnership between one of Essity’s sub-brands with WWF performed well, thus
generating positive EWOM. Furthermore, the CM UK stated that a global company needs to
show by example and not only claim to be something without backing up the statements.

“We should tap into other organizations like the NHS and try to collaborate more with them.
There's an organization in the UK called the RCN (Royal College of Nursing) and I believe
that engaging with those organizations could add credibility, because people will see that

we've partnered with them. Sometimes the advice is coming from them, and sometimes from
us, and therefore it's more credible.”

- Communication Manager, UK

4.6 Employee and Leader Presence

A theme that was recurring during the interviews was the importance of employee
engagement and interaction on social media. However, the personal usage of LinkedIn
differed between the Communication Managers. The CM Mexico claimed to be very active,
considering the time already spent there in the role as a Communication Manager. While CM
Germany, CM France, and CM US stated the opposite due to it being a time consuming
activity and that they are already logged on to the Corporate brand page. The CM UK and the
CM Sweden both claimed to have become more active during the last two years. The CM US
further stated that the reason for the low activity on the private account is that the job is to
push for Essity. Moreover, the CM US claimed that engaging in posts they have created
themselves would lead to dishonest results. The CM US further stated that their market is
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aware that approximately 40% of their audience on LinkedIn are Essity employees, and that it
therefore is important to create content that they will share with their network.

The advantages of employees’ networks are further stressed by the CM UK, who claims that
their networks are connected to customers and to healthcare professionals. Apparently,
employees within the HMS part of the business are passionate about what they do, which
results in a satisfying level of engagement on LinkedIn. If HMS employees start to share
content, it will organically reach healthcare professionals due to their resembling networks
and experiences from the industry.

“If we can get it right in terms of content that engages our own employees, then it's like
having an army really. Then we know we got this kind group of people that will proudly share

the content for us for free with their network…When our employees engage with it by
sharing, liking, and commenting, I think it's really a good sign and it kind of shows that

people are proud of what we're doing.”

- Communication Manager, UK

4.6.1 Empowering and Engaging Employees

All of the interviewees were aligned in that it is important that employees are active and
engaging with Essity’s content. Two years ago, a global initiative called “Rock your LinkedIn
profile” was enrolled by the Human Resources (HR) and Communications Departments. CM
Sweden explains that this action was taken when SCA became Essity, and they realized that
many employees had not updated their LinkedIn profile with the new brand name. The
initiative was a strategic decision to make the employees ambassadors for the new company
and brand. A photo session was held and technical assistance from the HR team was
accessible for those who were interested in advancing their own LinkedIn profile to make it
more professional. Furthermore, all Communications Managers brought up different training
sessions held for employees to teach them LinkedIn step by step; what to do, how to
maximize the profile, and how to engage with leaders and decision makers. According to the
CM US, employees were engaged during these sessions, but the question that seems to
remain is whether it really helped and if it created any value for the employees. However, the
CM UK argued that it was beneficial for the UK market. For example, it was stressed that the
sales personnel learned how to find, connect and search for potential customers.

Before the LinkedIn training sessions occurred, CM Mexico clarified that some leaders who
were above the age of 35 had no idea what the platform was used for. The CM Germany
further claimed that employees are using LinkedIn to a larger extent, and that the amount of
shared content from colleagues is increasing. This is to some extent agreed upon by CM
Mexico, who stated that millennial colleagues, who are below the age of 32, are the most
active on the platform. However, the CM UK and CM US both stated that there are the same
people who are engaging with content published on LinkedIn. Both the CM UK and the CM
France claimed that there appear to be two levels of Essity employees in regards to Linkedin,
those who know the platform well and are active, and those that are not. Due to the different
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levels of skills and knowledge of the platform, the CM France suggested that the future
training sessions should be divided into two sessions, adjusted for prior experience and
expertise. The CM France further emphasized that this was not a corporate priority this year,
but that a new training session could be relevant in the near future.

Moreover, the CM Germany, CM France, and the Linkedin Expert stresses that LinkedIn is a
platform where employees use their personal accounts and thereby should be allowed to share
and engage in the content only if they want to. Even if Essity as a corporate brand would like
employees to interact, all interviewees agreed that the company cannot force them to.
However, the CM France said that what they can do is to explain why it is of interest to them
as well as for the company. The difficulty of using personal accounts was described as a main
reason for why no current corporate strategy was implemented in the France market to
improve the matter.

The LinkedIn Expert stated that employees probably do not want to react in the way that the
company itself would prefer, or that the employees want to share everything that a company
does. According to the CM Sweden, employees often reach out to get assistance in how to
interact with posts on LinkedIn, usually asking for the most preferable way to help in order to
gain a higher reach.

“So what should they then do? People don't know and I don't know either what’s best. Is it
best to like? Is it best to share? I think every time we post something, we should share it with
the sales organization or internally to people who are interested. But then also add three tips,

super short. Because people don't know and I don't know either.“

- Communication Manager, Sweden

4.6.2 Thought Leadership

Except for employees being active and integrating with content, the Agency Expert and the
Linkedin Expert both stated the importance of active company leaders on social media. They
emphasize thought leadership as an asset Essity should take advantage of on LinkedIn and
support leaders on generating more of their own content. This kind of content coming from
leaders themselves, is performing well and engaging people a lot nowadays on social media,
especially on LinkedIn. The Agency Expert explained that leaders of a company can create
simple and interesting content from their own point of view and thereby act as brand
ambassadors for Essity. These leaders successfully use the correct hashtags, opening lines,
and tag the right people etc. They are also well timed, piggybacking on threads, interactive,
answering comments, and own a certain topic area. This is confirmed by the CM Germany,
CM US, and the CM France, who exemplifies by mentioning the Vice President in France,
who is very active on LinkedIn, and which has yielded positive results. Mexico struggles to
get active leaders on social media, but they have created a WhatsApp distribution list to cope
with it. In this group, they share important posts with the leaders of the company which has
resulted in a significant amount of interactions.
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4.7 Market Elements

In regards to local versus global content, all interviewees agreed that local content generally
outperforms global content in all of the markets. The CM UK explains that people can relate
more to local content since it feels more authentic. This is further confirmed by the CM
Sweden, who argues that this is because behaviours and preferences may differ between
countries. However, the CM Germany, CM France, and the CM Mexico highlights that a
mixture between local and global content is preferrable. The CM Mexico justifies this by
stating that global content is inspirational for the Mexican market, and that it showcases that
Essity is a large and global company.

In line with the fact that all respondents mentioned that local content outperforms global, the
Agency Expert stated that every market is different and unique in some kind of way.
Therefore, global campaigns cannot be assumed to be compatible with every market, due to
the potential irrelevance. Campaigns or content thereby needs to be reframed or adjusted in
order to fit into various cultures, socio demographics, motivations, concerns and lifestyles of
the people living in a specific country. Some of the product offerings may also distinguish
between markets which leads to adaptation in the communication depending on the market.

4.7.1  Cultural Differences

The CM Mexico and the CM France both stated that campaigns and content need to be
translated to the local language to be well received by residents in their markets. This was
further emphasized as an essential factor by the CM US, who stated that North Americans
only like what is especially produced to target their market. Also, it was stressed by the CM
France that content which emphasized locally produced products tends to engage their
audience because it is more familiar to them. However, the performance of controversial
content differed between the markets, as well as the performance of content related to
sustainability. For example, posts regarding sustainability performed well in most of the
markets, although not in Mexico. As stated above, the performance of content concerning
controversial topics differed depending on the market in regards to the statement of CM
France, CM Mexico, and CM US. Whereas CM France and CM Mexico were aligned in the
belief that talking about controversial topics was beneficial to increase brand awareness, the
CM US was certain that it would entail a risk.

“ Some would say you need the controversial posts to get that conversation going. But in
North America, if you do a controversial post people might not use your product anymore. It’s
called a canceled culture right now, meaning that if you say anything controversial then they
will cancel you. Although the Global Team is taking this approach many times, and it works
well for some of their stuff, it’s just not something North America can do, especially with this

current political war that's going on. “

- Communication Manager, US
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4.7.2 Regulations

Another topic that was brought up during the interviews in connection to market differences
was regulations, and the distinctive laws that several of the markets struggle with. This was
emphasized as a main challenge especially within the product category of HMS by the
Communication Managers in Germany, Mexico, and France.

“You have to keep in mind that it can be a sensitive topic. Because the HMS market is
regulated. There are more rules, laws. That is also the reason why we are not doing product
promotion. Because it’s strictly regulated, what you are allowed to say and not. This can not

be done by an Essity brand, it needs to be done by the experts.”

- Communication Manager, Germany

This was confirmed by the CM Mexico, who stated that they have a great deal of problems
with regulations for their medical solutions since they cannot claim anything on their market.
This was strengthened by the fact that their product solutions within this category are only
called “Medical solutions”. The CM Mexico continued by explaining that they cannot post
anything on a direct product or functionality of a product, since it is prohibited. The
management in the country is therefore cautious with what is communicated externally, to
ensure that the company is not breaking any Mexican medical laws. Instead, they try to show
what the products do, rather than stating what they do, through using real stories and
emphasizing people that have had real effect of these. Another suggestion highlighted in the
findings was to build credibility together with experts within the medical field. Moreover,
CM France emphasized regulations as a substantial problem in their market, both on
LinkedIn and on social media in general. The legal requirements are undoubtedly strict in
France. This is something they cope with by working with a legal regulatory team at Essity in
France, on how to best communicate on social media and how to manage global HMS
content, still respecting the French laws.

“We know now that it will be more and more difficult because when you communicate on
social media about HMS brands you have to put legal requirements at the end of the message

or at the video. So we have a real problem in France and we are trying to find a way to
explain to the Global Team and to our local agency how to communicate on this.”

- Communication Manager, France

Furthermore, the CM Sweden confirms the above citation by stating that it is super important,
especially for HMS brands, that the communication is trustworthy and addresses country
specific regulations and laws. This due to the HMS industry is pretty regulated on social
media compared to other industries and products within hygiene and health.

“It is also super difficult for example for a nurse in Sweden. They have different rules than a
nurse in another country. Of course, people that work in a hospital, a nurse or a doctor, are

immediate to see if someone is not acting according to how they should in Sweden. “

- Communication Manager, Sweden
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5

Analysis
In order to answer the stated research question, this chapter will discuss the empirical

findings in relation to the literature review. It will present the internal considerations i.e.
challenges Essity has to cope with, as well as the influencing factors on brand awareness.

Finally, those will be summarized and illustrated through a figure.

5.1 Internal considerations and challenges

From the empirical findings, it was found that there are several challenges that Essity needs
to overcome and deal with before continuing to increase their brand awareness. Before
introducing the factors that influence brand awareness on social media for a B2B corporate
brand, this section will present and briefly discuss the internal challenges identified at Essity.
Those challenges were mainly highlighted under the empirical findings: 4.1 Defining Brand
Awareness, 4.1. Measuring Brand Awareness, 4.2 Social Media Platform- Linkedin, 4.2.1
Mindset, 4.2.2 Expertise and Knowledge, and 4.2.3 Improvements and Features. The internal
considerations i.e. challenges were something all interviewees brought up repeatedly under
the interviews, making it crucial to discuss them in this research, even though this was not the
direct objective of the thesis.

5.1.1 Defining Brand Awareness

Firstly, before a company begins to work with the influencing factors on social media, they
need to define what brand awareness is to them, what objectives they have and how it will be
measured. Accordingly, the company interested in growing their brand awareness and
climbing up the Brand Awareness Pyramid has to establish an internal strategy for it
(LinkedIn, 2018; Hoffman & Marek, 2010). Essity needs to have internal discussions on this
topic in order to establish a coherent view and common understanding of brand awareness as
a concept within the company. Furthermore, this would help to establish concrete brand
awareness objectives. Moreover, it was clear throughout the findings that some of the
interviewees did not understand why Essity should have a strong corporate brand, or why this
is beneficial for the company. To cope with this, Essity must align all employees and leaders
across the company’s different departments. This goes in line with the literature, which states
that there are many benefits of creating brand awareness for a corporate brand i.e increase
credibility and provide direction (Madrigal, 2000; Balmer & Greyser, 2006; Brexendorf &
Keller, 2017). These could support Essity in defining why it is important for the company to
establish brand awareness of the corporate brand and spread the perception throughout the
whole organization.
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Furthermore, Essity should consider the different mindsets internally between the markets
regarding the company’s LinkedIn presence. Today, some markets use it for wide B2B
marketing communications, whilst others use it solely for employee acquisition and
recruitment. It must be agreed upon whether it is more beneficial that all markets have a
coherent view of the purpose and usage of the platform, or if this is something that should be
decentralized and market dependent. Based on the findings it could be argued that a coherent
view is most beneficial in creating a stronger corporate brand. The empirical findings also
confirmed what was stated in the literature (New Media Age, 2010; Fanion, 2011; Kumar et
al., 2017; Bilgin, 2018), that social media supports businesses, in this case Essity, to foster
and further create brand awareness. The interviews also confirmed that brand awareness
influences customers’ choice and decision making process (Hoyer & Brown, 1990; Jiang
2004; Horng, Liu, Chou & Tsai, 2012).

The literature on brand awareness presented two important components; recall and
recognition (Aaker, 1991, Keller 1993). Both components are required in order to create
brand awareness. However, recognition was mentioned more often by the interviewees than
recall. This can be argued to be an explanation for Essity’s current brand awareness position,
which was estimated to be in between ‘’unaware of the brand’’ and ‘’brand recognition’’.
This level of brand awareness advocates that B2B customers do not know the Essity brand, or
that they can not recognize the brand unless being exposed to it. It is thereby suggested that
they should work towards the next level, i.e. brand recall. It can be argued that Essity
currently does not have a strong brand awareness position, since customers do not have the
ability to retrieve the brand from memory, nor is it the first brand a customer thinks of and
recalls when given a certain product category (Aaker 1991; Elliott & Percy, 2007). However,
Essity is still a young brand and since brand awareness is a process, establishing brand recall
(Aaker, 1991) takes time and effort, which was further emphasized throughout the findings.
Furthermore, in order to move the brand up in the pyramid and reach a higher brand
awareness level, Essity has to start working with brand recall, which is currently missed.

It is acknowledged that a well known brand has a greater chance of getting selected by
customers (Aaker, 1991). According to the literature, it is more important to consider what a
brand is known for or what it wants to be known for, than solely focusing on making the
brand known (Melin 1991). This was also emphasized by the Communication Managers, who
highlighted how important it is for Essity to create positive brand awareness. They all agreed
on what they want Essity to be known for (i.e a good employer, and a sustainable and
innovative brand), which is on a much deeper level than just by the brand name. It was stated
in the findings that Essity wants customers to make associations and connections to the
corporate brand. This aspiration goes in line with the literature on brand awareness being
used as an anchor to which other associations can be attached, in order to create value and
brand recognition among customers (Aaker, 1991). Anchors to which other associations can
be attached, are mainly used for creating recognition (ibid), which is a good reason for Essity
to continue working with this since they are still in between ‘’unaware of the brand’’ and
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‘’brand recognition’’ in the Brand Awareness Pyramid. Therefore, in order to create brand
awareness Essity should continue to establish strong associations to their brand name.

5.1.2 Measuring Brand Awareness

As discussed in the literature review, brand awareness can be measured in several ways
(LinkedIn 2018, Hoffman & Marek, 2010), which was also confirmed by the empirical
findings. Particularly, the findings highlighted the importance of choosing metrics depending
on the brand awareness objectives for the company. Preferably, a combination of different
metrics is crucial to get a nuanced and holistic perspective of a company’s brand awareness
(Hoffman & Marek, 2010; LinkedIn, 2018). In the case of Essity, the first step would be to
clearly define the company’s objectives in order to decide what metrics to use. The problem
of following-up and seeing the results gained from brand awareness activities on social media
was stressed as an issue from the findings. Measuring brand awareness was therefore
perceived to be difficult and challenging. Measuring complexity is also brought up in the
literature, indicating that the metric numbers do not always mirror the reality of a company’s
brand awareness, since people do not have to be engaged with a brand’s social media content
in order to be aware of it (LinkedIn, 2018).

It was emphasized in the findings that since brand awareness is a complex process and
requires a long term strategy, companies should be aware that the final results of it might not
be available immediately when looking at the metrics. This may suggest that companies
should be persistent and give time for brand awareness social media activities, since the
metric numbers may lag behind or be misleading at first (ibid). Moreover, Essity’s brand
awareness is currently measured by the Global Team and their agencies. They provide all the
markets with statistics and data insights on brand awareness, both globally for the brand, and
also locally for each country. According to the empirical findings it is rarely measured and
followed up locally in every market, which might explain why the markets themselves might
not always have updated information on their local brand awareness. Also, this could be a
potential explanation for why the Communication Managers did not have that many insights
on their performance, especially not on HMS as a target audience.

5.1.3 Expertise and Knowledge

Through the empirical findings it was clear that Essity employees to a large extent rely on
their agencies for expertise and knowledge on how to maintain and work with their social
media. Since social media is constantly changing and perceived to move quickly, according
to the findings, it is beneficial for Essity to work with agencies that have expertise and the
possibility of supplying support to them. Most of the time when the Communication
Managers were asked about general insights into their market’s Linkedin performance, brand
awareness, or HMS insights, they only had a brief overview of it and referred to their
agencies. Looking at the findings, this can be a challenge when working together with
external parties. This could potentially lead to a knowledge gap internally at Essity, since the
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agencies are supporting them and all the knowledge and expertise from the agencies are not
always transferred to Essity. Based on the empirical findings, it can be stated that it is
difficult to share all the knowledge between the agencies, the Global Team and all the
markets. This seems to be one of the obstacles with being a global corporate brand, and
involving external parties such as agencies.

5.2 Brand Exposure

In line with the literature (Zajonc, 1968; Aaker, 1991), it was apparent that the
Communication Managers have realized the importance of brand exposure. One way to
increase exposure, and thereby shape customer behaviour through familiarity of the brand, is
to ensure that the brand is visible on social media (Cianfrone et al., 2008). It can therefore be
argued that this insight lays the foundation for a social media strategy for a corporate brand,
i.e the possibility to reach exposure to a larger audience than what would be possible if the
brand was only visible in offline contexts. The interviewees were united in the vision that
exposure of a brand will lead to higher levels of remembersiation, recognition, and recall
among customers (Aaker, 1991) which will, in extension, lead to increased purchase
intentions (Laroche et al., 2013) and influence decision making (Hoyer & Brown, 1990).
Previous studies stressed that social media influences customers’ decision making to such a
large extent that it is emphasized that a company should communicate in several channels
frequently to reach familiarity (Buil et al., 2013; Nikabadi et al., 2015; Langaro et al., 2018).
Thus, it was confirmed throughout the interviews that depending on the content, different
platforms may be preferable in order to enhance exposure to the different audiences.

In the literature review, three guidelines were found (Aaker, 1991) that could be of relevance
to improve Essity’s brand exposure online, more specifically: to improve symbol exposure,
enhance use of slogan, and consider creating a jingle. In Essity’s case, ensure symbol
exposure would be their brand logo. This was not emphasized as important in the interviews,
rather the opposite. The Communication Managers repeatedly stated that they avoid to brand
content with logos to make it less promotional, and if they do, they tend to place it in the end
of for example a movie. This statement aligns with previous studies which emphasize that
companies should not focus on hard selling content (Dwivedi et al., 2021). However, since
visuals of a brand is listed as a preferable way to enhance awareness (Aaker, 1991) it could
be a simple way for Essity to reach familiarity in customers’ minds , and create a natural link
between the brand and the content created on social media.

Another guideline mentioned by Aaker (1991) is to create a slogan or jingle, which enhances
exposure through both visuals and sound. Essity currently has a slogan “Break barriers to
well-being” which is promoted in their social media. The literature (Aaker, 1991) suggests
that it plays a crucial role for brand awareness, which can be a reason why Essity should
promote this slogan more consistently. If Essity also produced a jingle, this could influence
brand awareness in more ways than visual exposure on social media. It could thereby be an
alternative if the company does not want to put their logo on all content. Another way to
ensure exposure according to the majority of the interviewees is to use paid budget, i.e pay
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for advertising and thereby target a larger and more niched audience. However, this was not
stressed in former research.

5.2.1 Consistency

According to the literature (Gole, 2009), a brand needs to establish brand exposing strategies
to create brand awareness. The two ways to achieve this in regards to the findings were
emphasizing a social media presence of repetition and consistency, whereas repetition was
also mentioned in previous studies (Zajonc, 1980; Aaker, 1991). As stated in the section
Internal considerations, Essity seems to have reached higher recognition than recall among
their customers. In line with previous studies (Aaker, 1991) this is predicted since it is easier
to create recognition than recall for a company due to the fact that the recall phase between
the products and the brand then needs to be stronger. However, in line with the findings and
previous research, recall can be improved by repetition (ibid) which is a rather slow process
that takes time (Aaker, 1991). It was stressed in the interviews that Essity wants to be
identified as a global leader in hygiene and health. Repetition of messages that prove this
statement is therefore essential. If a company succeeds with repeating these messages, it can
enhance the chance to keep a top position in customers’ minds and it will lead to a lower
recall ability in terms of competitive companies (ibid).

5.2.2 Sub-brands

Sub-brands can be argued to be an essential tool to enhance exposure for Essity as a corporate
brand. It was a recurrent theme during the interviews that Essity’s sub-brands maintain a
stronger brand awareness position than the corporate brand itself. Therefore, it was stressed
that to enhance exposure, Essity could take advantage of these sub-brands. This can also
provide a mutual benefit for the sub-brands in a long-term perspective, since a strong
corporate brand can lead to increased sales of products and that the brands can leverage from
each other (Brexendorf & Keller, 2017). For example, brand awareness can be achieved
through enhancing symbol exposure (Aaker, 1991). Essity can thereby enhance symbol
exposure further by placing it in communication managed by their sub-brands and in their
social media channels.

Moreover, it was argued throughout the interviews that customers need tangible proof points
to remember a brand and experience an immediate familiarity. This goes in line with previous
research which claims that strong associations are crucial for a brand (Brexendorf & Keller,
2017) especially in connection to brand awareness where associations are related to
customers’ recognition ability (Aaker, 1991). Hence, in line with the findings, strong
associations are often related to the companies corporate ability, more specifically the
company’s different brands (Aaker & Keller, 1990, Brown & Dacin, 1997; Dacin & Brown,
2002).Furthermore, the findings state that the sub-brands can create more buzz and
engagement online, which is another argument as to why Essity should utilize these brands to
enhance exposure.
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5.3 Personality

During the interviews, It was apparent that social media can be used in several ways to
enhance brand awareness. One of these ways is to establish a personality. According to the
findings, this is easier to accomplish through social media than through traditional media. In
line with the literature, it was also stated that there is a distinct difference between a product
brand and a corporate brand (Keller & Richey, 2006). More specifically, that a product brand
is defined by what it does, while a corporate brand also is defined by who it is (ibid). The
literature thereby suggests that a corporate brand can possess a wider set of personality
attributes (Brexendorf & Keller, 2017), which can be argued to be a reason why a corporate
brand should consider creating a strong personality on social media, also emphasized in the
findings. Furthermore, it was stressed in the literature that content is crucial to succeed on
social media, and creating a personality can thereby contribute with a personal touch on the
content created (Ahlkqvist et al., 2008) , with the intention to differentiate the brand from
others.

5.3.1 Differentiation

It was stated in the literature that brands cope with the challenge to differentiate itself from
competitors (Hatch & Schultz, 2003), which the findings highlighted as an essential factor to
consider when creating brand awareness. According to the findings, one way to accomplish
this was to get customer’s attention, and make sure to stand out in regards to what other
brands are doing. More specifically, it was emphasized to be different and unique. In regards
to the literature about branding in general, it was supported that differentiation is an essential
element for companies to consider (Irimies, 2012). Furthermore, the findings highlighted the
fact that a brand today does not stand out only because it is active on social media, since this
is a common practice by all companies these days. It was also stated that many brands seem
to be stuck in the middle, where everyone does the same thing but still expect this to be a
successful strategy.

According to the literature, a company can cope with this by differentiating itself from
competitors, which will help customers distinguish the brand (Aaker 1991; Bengtsson, 1996).
Moreover, it is argued that this can be done by establishing a different logo, package design,
or trademark (ibid). However, this may not be specifically applicable to social media, and it
was also stressed in the findings that following what everyone does will not drive brand
awareness forward. To reach a higher level of brand awareness, a brand needs to be one of
the few which differentiates itself by inspiring unlike others. This goes in line with previous
research (Aaker, 1991) which states that a company needs to be different, noticeable, and
memorable in its communication. This is especially true when there are so many brands that
are offering the same products (ibid), which supports the findings where it was stated that a
company cannot do what everyone else does if it strives to increase brand awareness. It was
further suggested in the findings that a brand should not solely focus on earning money, but
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rather to show what lies behind the brand, which can be one way to be memorable and
different according to Aaker (1991).

5.3.2 Create Noise

Another way to create a personality on social media in order to assure differentiation, could
be to create noise online. Essity aims to break barriers to well-being by talking about taboo
topics and stigmas. However, since the vision of brands may differ, other companies need to
find their own topic to use in order to create noise online. Mainly due to that noise creation in
one industry, company, or for one audience may differ from another. Moreover, the insight
about what creates noise for Essity goes in line with previous research which states that
creating content that evokes emotions is a successful approach for B2B brands (Dwivedi et
al., 2021). It was further confirmed in the findings that this type of content provokes
emotions, although both positive and negative emotions. The effect of these negative
emotions i.e resistance towards the brand were not discussed in the literature. However,
according to the findings it is still a beneficial approach as long as the majority of the
response is based on positive emotions. Furthermore, one could argue that this is a way to be
different, highlighted in the previous research as an important factor to apply (Irimies, 2012),
since the communication revolves around challenges and topics that customers, yet brands
generally do not talk about. It can thereby be seen as a simple way to differentiate itself from
other brands, along with laying a basis for a company’s corporate personality. It was further
suggested in the literature to include depth and diversity in a B2B brand’s content strategy
(Dwivedi et al., 2021), which could be reached by creating content regarding challenging
topics according to the findings.

Moreover, the literature states that communication on social media should be noticeable
(ibid). This was further emphasized in the findings where it was stated that content which
usually does not perform well (i.e, English content in Mexico), performed over expectations
due to the focus on a taboo topic. Moreover, Essity became known in France for being the
first brand showcasing red blood in its advertising, which has been difficult for customers to
bypass in their market. Hence, communication regarding these topics have created EWOM
and attention. In regards to the literature on EWOM, it is positive for a company to benefit
from this since a larger extent of people can be reached in a short amount of time (Thackeray
et al., 2008). For that reason, taking the lead in these conversations was an essential factor
that all interviewees highlighted as a main source for improving brand awareness, except
from the US. Thus, it could be argued that the US should put more effort into exploring the
possibilities regarding communicating around these topics. Moreover, this kind of
communication across the business could provide support in terms of establishing a greater
brand purpose and climbing higher up in the Brand Awareness Pyramid. This kind of
communication can thereby be one of many associations that needs to be created for a brand
in order to recall it from a customer’s mind, in line with the research of Aaker (1991).
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5.4 Social Media Content

There was an alignment between the findings and the literature that content is seen as a main
tool to gain reach and create engagement on social media (Ahlqvist et al., 2008; Dwivedi et
al., 2021). Conclusively, the content presented on social media platforms is what matters and
influences brand awareness most. The findings stated that a company needs to follow specific
themes that go in line with the brand purpose, as well as have a mixture of different content.
The findings also aligned with the literature regarding that content should not be too
commercialized, selling, or product focused (Dwivedi et al., 2021). It was also emphasized
both in the findings and the literature that content needs to be interesting (Dwivedi et al.,
2021).

The empirical findings of this research confirmed what the literature review stated on
entertainment, customization, trendiness, interaction, and EWOM. Since content is what an
audience mainly gets exposed to on social media, it was considered as an important
component. However, instead of presenting content as an independent factor, the five factors
emphasized in the literature and empirical findings were decided upon as crucial for both
creating content, as well as operating on social media. These five components were thereby
highlighted in this research as influencing factors to creating brand awareness on social
media.

5.4.1 Entertainment

Entertainment on social media motivates and drives people to engage and interact with the
content, according to both the empirical findings and preceding studies (Liu & Arnett, 2000;
Kaye, 2007; Manthiou et al., 2013; Ashley & Tuten, 2015). Features such as pictures, video
and stories can support businesses in entertaining their customers by satisfying their need for
enjoyment (Lee & Ma, 2012; Gummer et al., 2012; Merrilees, 2016). Also, the findings
argued that the visual images and videos are mainly what capture people’s attention.
According to this, businesses should aim to have a high degree of visual quality and ensure
availability to photos, by for example collaborating with professional photographers (ENP
Newswire, 2016). However, according to the findings the success of a social media post also
depends on the copy and message. The visual features catch attention, and together with text,
it makes people want to engage. In extension, this determines the success of a social media
post. According to the literature, entertainment usually takes place when content contributes
to a fun, interesting and playful experience (Agichtein et al., 2008; Gallaugher &
Ransbotham, 2010). However this is not completely confirmed by the empirical findings,
whereas entertainment for Essity first and foremost embraces emotions. What is defined as
entertaining for one company may therefore differ from another.

Furthermore, businesses have to figure out what is enjoyable for their specific audiences on
social media, since this can differ depending on several factors such as the specific audience,
platform, industry, market etc. However, based on the findings, Essity should create
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emotional, human, caring and storytelling content on LinkedIn in order to entertain their
audience on the platform. According to the Experts interviewed, emotional content is
engaging people and is currently the most successful on LinkedIn. People nowadays enjoy
seeing more human, warm and soft values and aspects of the businesses. Essity has conducted
several emotional campaigns that could be used as proof points to uphold that this kind of
content outperforms other content on LinkedIn. Even if the content has not always been
adapted or adjusted to the specific market, with for example translations, it was found to
engage people, in contrast to other types of content where performance may differ. Also,
what entertains more than showcasing a product by itself, is to include humans using and
showing the application of the product (Dwivedi et al., 2021), which was further confirmed
by the findings. In the case of Essity, it could thereby be argued that emotional content is
what entertains their audience.

5.4.2 Customization

Both the previous research and empirical findings support that social media content and
messages should be customized based on the intended audience (Rowley & Timothy, 2016).
Therefore, businesses should avoid communicating through one message that should fit all
their audiences. Instead customization can help businesses reach the intended customers, gain
their trust and satisfy their personal preferences (Godey et al., 2016; Martin & Todorov,
2010). Improving customer trust also makes it easier for customers to start liking the brand,
which is an important factor in order to create brand awareness (Aaker, 1991). According to
the empirical findings, LinkedIn is the most effective platform in terms of targeting.
Therefore this feature should be used by businesses in order to customize their messages to
the right audience. Also, when knowing the target audience on the platform it can further help
support the customization of the content and messaging. Well performing content on
LinkedIn always goes back to the specific targeting and customization of messages,
according to the Communication Managers interviewed. This goes in line with the preceding
studies, stating that tailored and customized content generate more value for the specific
target audience (Chan & Guillet, 2011: Zhu & Chen, 2015) and thereby engage them (Sangar,
2012).

In contrast to the many benefits stressed with targeting, one finding from the interviews
argued against hyper targeting and niche targeting on Linkedin, even though it is possible.
This is due to the fact that there are many benefits of targeting broader audiences, as today’s
business decisions are made jointly with others and there are multiple people involved in a
decision making process. The LinkedIn Expert thereby argued that a broader audience has to
be reached in order to create brand awareness. However, in consideration to the other
findings, niche targeting could also be useful since people tend to influence each other. As for
example if Essity targets nurses, they will most likely influence other healthcare professionals
and spread the message further. In that way targeted content can be favorable since it
generates more value for the specific audience and increases awareness (Chan & Guillet,
2011; Sangar, 2012; Zhu & Chen, 2015).
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5.4.3 Trendiness

Trendiness was another factor that was found to have an impact on social media, according to
both the empirical findings and the literature (Tugrul, 2015, Kudeshia and Kumar, 2017). In
order to cope with trendiness on social media, businesses need to share content that is
relevant, up-to-date, and interesting at the given time, which was confirmed by the previous
research (Naaman et al., 2011; Becker et al., 2011; Laroche et al. 2013). Also, to remain
relevant businesses need to join discussions on controversial topics (Becker et al., 2011;
Laroche et al. 2013), and try to own these discussions, since it could increase brand
awareness even further according to the findings. Through the literature it was found that
customers rather look for brand-related information on social media than the traditional
media (Mangold & Faulds, 2009; Ashley & Tuten, 2015), which makes it crucial for
companies to have catchy, trendy, updated and relevant content on their social media
channels. Also, when businesses showcase trendiness on social media it tends to enhance
positive perceptions of the brand involved, as well as lead to increased trust towards the
brand (Godey et al., 2016; Manthiou et al. 2016).

However, even if trendiness can contribute with a push forward on social media, businesses
need to carefully choose which trends to follow, since following the wrong trend can backfire
according to the findings. Not all trends and topics are appropriate for all businesses, and
their brand identity can be threatened if piggybacking on trends just for the sake of it. Also, if
a brand regularly follows trends, it could be questioned whether they are actually being
different and distinguishing themselves from other brands. However, it can be interpreted
with the basis of the literature and findings that if a brand manages to establish a new trend or
is the first mover of it, it could positively influence their brand awareness.

5.4.4 Interaction

Interaction was another factor that was stressed as essential in the findings as well as
preceding literature (Tugrul, 2015, Kudeshia and Kumar, 2017). This is seen as one of the
advantages with social media, since it promotes mutual interaction between parties (Kim &
Ko, 2012; Dessart et al., 2015). If interaction is met, it triggers customers to transfer thoughts
to one another (Fischer & Reuber, 2011). More specifically, it can trigger EWOM
(Henning-Thhurau et al., 2004). To succeed with this, it was emphasized in the findings that a
company needs to encourage interaction in their channels, further confirmed by (Zhu &
Chen, 2015). For example, by opening up for discussion by asking questions. However, it is
critical that the topics that are lifted goes in line with the brand's purpose to strengthen the
relationship between customers and the brand (Manthiou et al., 2013). Previous research also
stressed that social media is a fast way to reach users, which strengthens their interpretation
of involvement with a brand (Bhattacharya & Sen, 2003; Manning-Schaffel, 2009).
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Moreover, the findings show that a brand’s ability to engage, respond, and drive
conversations is crucial for improving brand awareness. This goes in line with the research of
Rowley and Timothy (2016), who claim that interaction can be met when a brand participates
and listens to conversations about their brand in an online context. However, several
challenges related to interaction were also stated (ibid). For example, how to avoid
promotional messages or to determine when a comment or conversation should get a
response, and in that case what kind of response the company should give (Rowley &
Timothy, 2016).This was further confirmed by the findings, as Essity has implemented a
strategy of how, when, and what to answer in their social media channels. It was also stated
that Essity has employed a social media team to cope with this matter on a daily basis, which
further stresses the importance of speed and interaction.

5.4.5 Electronic Word of Mouth (EWOM)

EWOM was found to be an essential part of social media content both in the empirical
findings and in the literature (Tugrul, 2015, Kudeshia & Kumar, 2017). It was stressed in the
literature that EWOM is an effective tool to transfer messages to customers, without
additional investments in advertising (Kotler & Keller, 2009; XU & Chan, 2010). Hence, it
has also been proven to have an effect on brand awareness (ibid). It is therefore seen as an
effective method to implement in Essity’s social media strategy. Along with this, the findings
state that a company can take advantage of the organic reach possible on LinkedIn, whereas
users commonly share branded content. Furthermore, the findings consistently stated that the
credibility of a brand increases if messages originate from other sources than the brand itself,
which can be confirmed by Jansen et al., (2009). EWOM was found to influence
trustworthiness (Cheung et al., 2008; Wu & Wang, 2011; Reza Jalilvand & Smiei, 2012)
which was emphasized in the findings as a crucial factor to improve brand awareness. One
way to improve EWOM based on the findings is to use employees. On the other hand, the
literature suggests that customers can also act as brand ambassadors, by sharing their own
positive experiences with a brand (Esch et al., 2006; Martin & Todorov, 2010; Kudeshia &
Kumar, 2017).

Another way to share experiences highlighted in the findings is to encourage customer
reviews, which could improve trustworthiness. However, unfavorable EWOM exists, which
could influence the brand negatively (Cheung & Lee, 2008; Lee et al., 2009;
Bambauer-Sachse & Mangold, 2011). For example, unfavorable EWOM can lead to a
decrease in trust (ibid). According to the literature, this can be prevented by acting legit, or
interacting with the customers (Rowley & Timothy, 2016). This can be done by incorporating
a strategy on how to involve influencers, since they generally have a high reach (ibid).
Furthermore, it can be challenging for a company to create EWOM on several platforms
simultaneously (Rowley & Timothy, 2016), which could imply that Essity should focus on
LinkedIn as a first media. Especially since this is their main focus on all channels at the
moment. Another essential factor to consider is that EWOM can lead to less control over the
brand (ibid). Hence it is still proven to have a crucial impact on brand awareness (Kotler &
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Keller, 2009; XU & Chan, 2010) and should therefore be considered as a main tool for Essity
to use.

5.5 Employee and Leader Presence

According to previous research, a brand’s success on social media is reliant on the presence
of its employees and leaders (Rowley & Timothy, 2016), which is confirmed by the empirical
findings. As stated in the empirical findings, Essity’s employees and leaders have large and
relevant business networks on LinkedIn, allowing Essity’s messages to gain reach and
engagement without being advertised, making it more authentic for the target audience. This
is one effective way for companies to enhance customers’ exposure to a brand and thereby
increase the level of brand awareness on social media (Ismail, 2017). It is clear that
employees and leaders are a main pillar to increase brand awareness on social media,
especially on LinkedIn, since they become brand ambassadors of the company (Rowley &
Timothy, 2016). To include employee and leader presence in the social media strategy
therefore becomes crucial in creating brand awareness. However, as confirmed by the
empirical findings, the complexity of LinkedIn being connected to personal accounts makes it
difficult, since the company cannot demand employees to interact. Another factor that
complicates the process was found to be the view of and attitude towards LinkedIn as a
platform, which  differs between the markets.

5.5.1 Empowering and Engaging Employees

Based on the empirical findings, employees need more training in LinkedIn’s features and be
taught about the possibilities to interact, to be more confident in their private, yet
professional, communication. This is also emphasized by the literature, highlighting that in
order to get employees to contribute to the company’s social media presence they should get
continuous training and guidelines. That way, they become brand ambassadors of the
company (Rowley & Timothy, 2016). Training sessions can therefore assist in managing the
communication online and ensure that all employees have the same tone of voice and a
consistency of their messages when representing the brand (ibid). It was further stressed in
the interviews that the training sessions should be divided into two, where people who are
active on the platform should be able to evolve their existing knowledge, whereas others
should be presented with the basis of the platform and the perks of using it.

Moreover, it was found that the level of personal activity on LinkedIn differs slightly between
the markets. According to the empirical findings there is currently a belief that if Essity
employees engage in Essity’s posts, the results would not be honest. In regards to the
literature, the employees’ presence are of highest relevance to gain reach and engagement on
the social media platform (Schaffer, 2011; Rowley & Timothy, 2016). In order to yield
organic spread, the employees can be viewed as a first step and the basis of authenticity.
Therefore, employees should be active with their personal accounts in order to create a more
effective and organic reach of Essity’s messages.
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It was further stated in the findings that the same employees always engage with the content,
which seems to have three primary explanations. Firstly, the employees do not have the time
or do not want to interact with the content. Secondly, employees do not know how to engage.
Thirdly, employees do not know when a new post is live. Some of the Communication
Manager’s mentioned the need to professionalize the process, or to establish a channel or
alike where employees can keep themselves updated and easily engage with new social
media content. According to the literature by Rowley & Timothy (2016) it is crucial, and
challenging for companies to empower and engage all employees on social media across all
departments. This was also stressed by the Communication Manager’s who all agreed that
today most of the employees that are engaging with Essity’s social media content are people
working with marketing and communication, thus they also agreed that this has to be
extended beyond this department and integrated in other parts of the business as well.

5.5.2 Thought Leadership

Moreover, in line with preceding research (Rowley & Timothy, 2016), the importance of
active leaders on social media were pointed out by all of the Communication Managers.
Active leaders on social media were mentioned to support increasing the credibility and
awareness of the brand, since these people have high positions within the company and big
networks that could be utilized. According to the findings, top leaders can also be seen as
thought leaders or experts on the platform since they often have long business experience.
This is especially true for LinkedIn, since people use it mainly to grow their business
profession and knowledge (LinkedIn 2021; Schaffer, 2011), and therefore it becomes natural
to turn to leaders with high positions and expertise.

In terms of social media content, the experts interviewed emphasized that Essity should
encourage their leaders to be active on Linkedin and create thought leadership content, since
that type of content usually engages a larger audience. Also, it was found in the literature that
the key to empower and engage employees to be active on social media and spread the
company’s messages is to make the top management involved and supportive of this (ibid).
Accordingly, all employees and leaders should be involved in the social media strategy to
increase brand awareness. This is not the case at Essity today, since there are only some
employees that are active and engage with the social media content, and those often tend to
be the same people. Therefore, Essity should focus on this to increase their brand awareness.

5.6 Market Elements

One theme that emerged during the thematic analysis that was not expected to have such a
large impact on this research was the influence of market components. In the empirical
findings it was stressed that the communication on social media must be adapted to the
markets, both in terms of content, languages, cultural differences, and regulations. This was
further strengthened by the previous research which argued that companies must consider
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market differences, such as sociocultural and legal factors when operating on social media
(Wąsowicz-Zaborek, 2020). One example of this initiated in the findings was that local
content tends to outperform content produced on a global level. This goes in line with
previous research which stated that customized content tends to perform better in a B2B
context (Schulze et al., 2015), according to the findings this is related to the authenticity this
content provides to the target audience. However, the importance of global content was still
stressed in the findings, which can be connected to the literature review, stating that diversity
also is essential to succeed on social media (Dwivedi et al., 2021).

5.6.1 Cultural Differences

Previous research stresses that one important part of how social media is adopted depends on
different cultures (Olaniran, 2018). It was apparent in the findings that culture plays an
important role in creating brand awareness, since content performs differently based on its
market. In line with previous research, the complexity of cultures and the diversity in
communication is crucial to take into consideration when operating in a global marketplace
(Shachaf & Snyder, 2007). Previous literature differentiates between low-context and
high-context cultures (Acar, 2014), where it was argued that low-context cultures pay more
attention to explicit statements, while high-context cultures interpret messages that are not
uttered, such as body language (Würtz, 2005). This was not discussed in the findings to any
larger extent, rather than the general approach towards controversial topics, such as taboo
breaking content, which was found to differ depending on the market as well as what was
considered to be a taboo topic.

In the studies of Acar (2014), it was not stated in the literature whether France is a
high-context culture or a low-context culture. However, it could be argued for both. For
example, France could be a low-context culture, due to the fact that it is located closer to the
low-context countries and thereby is a part of Europe. However, in the findings it was clear
that Mexico and France had several similarities in their way of communication and what
works and what does not work in their markets, which could act as a basis that France is a
high-context culture. However, neither can be confirmed in this research due to lack of in
depth insight within this subject. Even if one could argue that controversial topics perform
well in Mexico due to it being a high-context culture, it does not explain why this generally is
a successful approach in all other countries (ibid). On the other hand, something that can be
stated is that these cultural contexts have an impact on brand awareness on social media, even
though it originates in an offline environment (Halavais, 2000; Ess & Sudweeks, 2005).
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5.6.2 Regulations

Overall, it was apparent that several of the markets struggle with creating brand awareness
for HMS products since regulations are tough in this area, and these products are seen as
rather complex. This was also argued to influence Essity’s social media presence as well as
what can or cannot be stated in a post or advertisement. By contrast, previous research stated
that social media have been rather unregulated relative to traditional communication
throughout the years (Vardeman-Winter, J., & Place, 2015). However, the ambiguity of
regulations influence how companies operate on social media in general (Linke & Zerfass,
2013) and results in an ineffective social media usage since brands experience a difficult time
to stay up to date about new regulations and laws (DiStasio et al., 2011). Therefore, Essity
needs to consider both social media regulations, as well as regulations specific to the HMS
product category. It was apparent in the findings that the markets that are struggling the most
with regulations were Mexico, France, and Germany.

In regards to the literature review, one may argue that Essity’s health and medical solution
products can be defined as high involvement products, since these need to be of high quality
and are influenced by customers’ affection (Zaichkowsky, 1986; Zaichkowsky, 1985). This
might also explain the complexity regarding communicating about these products emphasized
by the interviews. One way to cope with these issues presented in the findings is to show real
people using the products, and telling their own stories how a product has helped them.
Another suggestion found is to collaborate with experts within the field to build credibility.
Thus, global content may be harder to create for the purpose of increasing brand awareness
within HMS, since different country regulations are steering the possibilities.
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5.7 Illustration of Influencing Factors

Several different themes were defined during the thematic analysis. The ones that were most
apparent, and thereby found to have an influence on brand awareness on social media were;
Brand Exposure, Personality, Entertainment, Customization, Trendiness, Interaction, EWOM,
Employee/Leader presence, and Market Elements. Additionally, themes regarding Internal
considerations were apparent, concerning how to define brand awareness, measurements,
internal mindsets, knowledge gaps and the strategy behind it. The illustration below thereby
demonstrates how these factors are connected, and how Market differences affect the extent
brand awareness is influenced.

Figure 3, Illustration of the influencing factors
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6

Conclusions
In this last chapter, the final conclusions and remarks of this study will be presented by

directly addressing the research question. Moreover, the researchers will provide
recommendations for the case company, i.e. Essity. Finally, the limitations of this study will

be discussed along with suggestions for future research.

The purpose of this thesis was to explore what influences brand awareness on social media
for a corporate B2B brand. With this as a basis, a case study in cooperation with the global
hygiene and health company Essity was undertaken. By reviewing previous literature, and
connecting these to the findings from the interviews, the researchers have identified several
factors that influence brand awareness on social media. Moreover, practical recommendations
for the case company could also be stated.

6.1 Revisiting the Research Question

Brand awareness has been defined in previous research as one of the main objectives for a
company to consider when developing their brand. The recent years increase in usage of
social media have entailed businesses to realize the advantages of these platforms and their
efficiency to influence customers in various ways. One way to leverage this powerful
communication tool is thereby to use it to support the establishment of brand awareness for
companies. However, it was found in this research that the concept of brand awareness in
connection with social media has not been widely researched before. Previous research lacks
insights and guidance on how to cope with this phenomenon, especially from a corporate
brand perspective and with focus on B2B customers. Hence, it left a gap in the literature
which this study aimed to fill. To simplify the process of creating brand awareness through
social media, the identification of influencing factors was deemed to be useful and is
therefore the theoretical contribution of this thesis. More specific recommendations will also
be provided for the case company, whereas these are the practical contribution of this thesis.

To guide the process of this thesis, the following research question was established:

“What influences brand awareness for a B2B corporate brand on social media?“

The research question could thereby be addressed by combining previous research from the
literature review with the empirical findings from the primary data collection. To gain an
overview of Essity, the research was based on empirical findings from six interviews with
internal Communication Managers, and two interviews with external experts. i.e. the
LinkedIn Expert and the Agency Expert. From the empirical findings, several prominent
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challenges were identified. Even though these did not directly answer the research question,
they were deemed relevant by the researchers for the case company. The reasoning for this
was that these challenges need to be considered as a first outline in order to lay a foundation
for establishing brand awareness through their social media channels. Accordingly, the
researchers identified a total of nine influencing factors to establish and evolve brand
awareness.

This research study has identified nine factors which influence brand awareness on social
media. These factors are; 1) Brand Exposure, 2) Personality, 3) Entertainment, 4)
Customization, 5) Trendiness, 6) Interaction, 7) Electronic Word of Mouth (EWOM), 8)
Employee and Leader presence, and 9) Market Elements. Moreover, the Market Elements
factor was found as a factor that affects the extent brand awareness is influenced by the first
stated eight components, which is crucial to consider by a corporate brand operating globally.

More specifically, four of the nine direct influencing factors on brand awareness consist of
sub-components, which were highlighted in this research and are important for brands to
consider and emphasize. Those influencing sub-factors are: consistency and sub-brands for
Brand Exposure, differentiation and creating noise for Personality, empowering and
engaging employees and thought leadership for Employee and Leader presence, and cultural
differences and regulations for Market Elements. To be more specific, brand exposure was
defined as a direct influencing factor and is essential to ensure that customers remember,
recognize, and can recall a brand from their memory. In order to achieve brand exposure a
corporate brand should work with consistency, and utilize its sub-brands if these have a
higher brand awareness than the corporate brand, which is the case for Essity. Additionally, a
corporate brand should establish a strong personality on social media, since it is deemed to be
an influencing factor to increase brand awareness due to its many advantages, such as
establishing strong differentiation from competitors. One way to create a personality and
thereby differentiate a brand could be done by creating noise that is consistent with the
purpose of a brand and what it stands for. Furthermore, it was found that the presence of
employees and leaders on social media influence the brand awareness of the company. By
empowering and engaging employees and leaders in social media activities they can act as
brand ambassadors and thought leaders. However, it was found that social media content is
the most crucial component and main tool for creating brand awareness on social media.
Therefore, entertainment, customization, trendiness, interaction, and EWOM, are all elements
that are essential to focus on when operating on social media and creating content, to increase
brand awareness among B2B customers.

Furthermore, the market elements are something that must be carefully considered by Essity,
since the company operates globally and in different contexts. This factor is identified as a
key factor in regards to increasing brand awareness on social media. The market components;
cultural differences and regulations, are the most prominent aspects in Essity’s case, since it
affects to what extent brand awareness is influenced. In order to cope with these two
elements, adaptability should be considered to be adopted by a corporate brand when
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operating internationally. For example, what is trendy in one market might not be in another,
or what creates positive noise in one country may lead to negative EWOM in another.

6.2 Recommendations for Essity

In the light of the factors that influence brand awareness for a corporate brand on social
media, there were some findings that directly addressed the managerial implications. Thereby
specific recommendations for Essity could be identified.

Firstly, before addressing the influencing factors presented in Figure 4, Essity should focus
on the internal challenges discussed in the beginning of the analysis, such as: defining brand
awareness, objectives and measurements, internal mindsets and knowledge gaps. These
challenges need to be considered in order to set the foundation and strategy of how Essity
should proceed with establishing brand awareness through social media. The researchers
would recommend Essity to discuss the brand awareness strategy further in order to establish
clear guidelines internally. For instance, the brand awareness objectives and measurements
are encouraged to be discussed and agreed upon, as well as the purpose and usage of
LinkedIn as a social media channel. It would be beneficial for Essity to get a coherent view
and common perception of brand awareness and how they would like to operationalize it on
social media, independently of the market. This can assist Essity to build a strong corporate
brand, whereas all markets are aligned and work towards the same direction, implementing
the same strategy. However, in order to maximize the brand awareness created on social
media, market elements should be considered and adapted upon. After the internal
discussions have taken place, Essity is recommended to create a social media strategy for
brand awareness, based on the influencing factors found in this research.

Moreover, according to the empirical findings, it is not clear for all Essity’s employees why it
is important to have a corporate brand, or why it is beneficial to gain more awareness of it.
This perception among employees is recommended to be established and communicated to all
employees to make everyone aligned and work towards the same goal. In line with this,
Essity needs to enroll all employees and leaders in a common understanding of how presence
on LinkedIn is important for boosting brand awareness. The personal benefits of using the
platform should also be emphasized, since employees engage on LinkedIn through their
private accounts. To keep employees active on LinkedIn it is suggested for Essity to continue
to have training sessions, preferably divided into two different sessions based on the previous
level of skills and knowledge of the platform. In these sessions it could be addressed why it is
important for employees to engage on social media. Furthermore, there is a need to find an
appropriate and efficient way to share new uploaded posts internally, and particularly outside
the marketing and communications department. This could help employees to stay engaged
with new social media posts and help spread Essity’s messages on a larger scale. In order to
make employees confident in interacting with the company’s social media activities, there
should also be accessible internal guidelines on features and the different possibilities to
engage.
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Furthermore, the findings indicate that Essity mainly works with brand recognition. Another
recommendation would therefore be to start incorporating brand recall activities in order to
reach a higher level of brand awareness. Also, since brand awareness takes time and results
can not be seen immediately, Essity is further recommended to be patient and give their brand
awareness activities on social media time and effort before evaluating. However, one
important point undertaken by the researchers after conducting the study is that the brand
awareness of Essity needs to be followed up more regularly. To solely conduct a brand
awareness study every second year without additional indicators in between is not prefered.
Instead, the markets should follow up their brand awareness locally in between the global
surveys conducted from the Global Team. Additionally, Essity should utilize customers,
employees, and leaders as brand ambassadors on social media and thereby use this as a way
to get more user-generated content. In alignment with this, they should take advantage of
their external partnerships with other credible and trustworthy organizations.

Based on the fact that social media is moving quickly, businesses on social media platforms
need to be fast and produce content timely as well as interact frequently with their audience.
This is often a challenge for large and global companies as Essity, who also collaborate on
this with external parties such as agencies. Nonetheless they could take learnings from
influencers, who succeed to communicate fast, yet still produce high quality and relevant
content. Moreover, since photos and video are emphasized as the main source of content
because due to its captive ability, Essity should invest more in creating visual resources such
as pictures and videos, for example through partnerships with photographers. As emphasized
in the findings, it is not always efficient with large and timely operations. To conclude, this
study also found, in alignment with previous studies, that it is essential for businesses to
communicate in several channels simultaneously. The reason for this is that it improves
customers’ exposure to a brand, which supports that Essity should not focus their resources
solely on one platform.

6.3 Limitations

As with all research, several limitations should be considered. Since this research took the
approach of a qualitative study, it may lack general insights that a quantitative study can
provide. This is a consideration that the researchers were aware of when a case study was
chosen, which usually does not result in generalizability. In light of this, it should also be
taken into consideration that this study is based on a single case, i.e Essity. Thus, some of the
components presented in the illustrative figure may be case dependent and can therefore be
adapted in order to be applicable on other companies. Furthermore, it should be highlighted
that research regarding social media as part of the brand awareness process was rather scarce.
The subjects were thereby separately reviewed in the research, and interlinked by the
researchers. This entailed a limited ability to explore the subject area more in depth, which
would have been possible if more research were available about brand awareness on social
media.
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Another limitation is that the sources about brand awareness are rather old. However, all of
the new research conducted about this subject referred back to these sources, which was the
reason for why they were still useful for this thesis. Moreover, the findings from this research
originates from Essity employees, and the findings may therefore differ if the same interview
guide was used on other respondents. Another factor that has influenced the result of this
thesis is the sample size of eight interviewees. One market was represented by one
Communication Manager, along with a comprehensive overview from the experts. If more
interviews were conducted, it could increase the reliability of the study.

Furthermore, Figure 3 presented in the analysis should be seen as an illustration of the
findings and what components that are found to influence brand awareness for a corporate
B2B brand that operates in a global market. Thus, to what extent each factor influences brand
awareness, or how much market elements moderates these influences is not examined nor
confirmed in this research. Lastly, this research aimed to gain more specific insights into
creating brand awareness within HMS products, however due to the discussions under 5.1
Internal considerations, this research did not gain as much insights as expected in this area.

6.4 Implications for Future Research

This thesis has aimed to contribute to the current research regarding brand awareness on
social media, focusing on what components that are influencing this relationship for a
corporate B2B brand. Through the use of a single case, i.e Essity, nine influencing factors
were identified. However, to what extent these factors influence brand awareness is beyond
the scope of this research, and therefore suggested for future studies. It would also be
interesting to apply the components illustrated in another study, to see if the identified factors
are relevant to other companies and industries as well. Furthermore, this research suggests
influencing components on social media, however, the main channel used as a case was
LinkedIn. Further studies could thereby examine other social media channels that were found
to be popular for B2B companies, such as Facebook, Youtube, or Instagram.

Future research should also include a larger scope of interviews with the different markets, to
be able to better draw reliable conclusions on the topic of brand awareness. It could further
include an external point of view, i.e interviewing the B2B customer to get their perspective.
Moreover, it was stressed throughout the research that Essity’s current process to share social
media posts internally needs to be professionalized. Future studies could thereby look into
solutions on how to integrate this in the daily operations for a company, and suggest what
media or tool that would be the best alternative to use.
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8

Appendix
Interview Guides

8.1 Essity Internal Employees

Initial questions
- Who are you and what is your role at Essity?
- To start off, please tell us about an initiative you have taken within Essity’s brand

communications department that you are proud of.

Social Media
- How does Essity work with social media?
- How does Essity target B2B customers on LinkedIn?
- In terms of your personal LinkedIn account: How active are you? How active do you

experience that your fellow colleagues are?

Brand Awareness
- In your own words, how would you describe brand awareness?
- What do you think influences brand awareness on social media?
- How does Essity measure and/or follow up brand awareness today?
- (Showing the pyramid) Where do you think Essity is today? How can you move up?
- What do you think are the biggest challenges/benefits with creating brand awareness

on social media?
- What three components do you think are most important to achieve brand awareness

on social media?

Essity Market Specific Questions
- What general insights do you have on *market* LinkedIn performance?
- What type of content performs the best/worst on LinkedIn in your market?
- Do you see any difference in the content performance depending on if it originates

from the corporate brand Essity or its sub-brands?
- Do you see any differences in the content performance depending on if it is locally or

globally originated?
- What characterizes the products Essity offers within HMS?
- Which target audience is performing best/worst within HMS?
- What content performs the best/worst within HMS?
- What correlations or/and relationships can you see based on the budget spent? (Paid,

organic, boosted content)
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- What challenges have you faced when creating social media content for the HMS
audience?

- What positive outcomes have you noticed by targeting this audience on LinkedIn?
- Based on your experience, what do you think Essity should do in order to increase

brand awareness within HMS through the use of LinkedIn?
- Is there anything else you would like to add or come back to that we might have

missed?

8.2 External Interviews

Initial questions
- Who are you and what is your role at LinkedIn?
- To start off, please tell us a story where you have helped a business to grow on your

platform.
- What does your cooperation with Essity look like?
- How can companies use your social media platform and what is their main objective

with it?

Brand Awareness on Social Media
- In your own words, how would you describe brand awareness?
- What do you think influences brand awareness on social media?
- What do you think are the biggest challenges/benefits with creating brand awareness

on LinkedIn?
- How can companies increase their brand awareness through the use of LinkedIn?

What tools are there?
- What way is best to share a LinkedIn post internally, in order for employees to engage

with the posts?
- In order to reach more brand awareness on Linkedin, should employees of a company

like, share, or comment posts? What is most beneficial?
- Is there any difference between companies who target individuals (B2C) versus those

that target other businesses (B2B)? Please explain.
- Does LinkedIn differentiate from other social media platforms in terms of creating

brand awareness?
- What kind of content is successful for B2B companies?
- Can you name some of the most common mistakes that companies do on LinkedIn (in

terms of creating brand awareness)?
- Could you please summarize the discussion by stating three components a company

should have in mind to establish and increase brand awareness on social media?

Essity specific questions
- What general insights do you have on Essity’s LinkedIn performance?
- What type of content performs the best/worst on LinkedIn for Essity?
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- Do you see any difference in the content performance depending on if it originates
from the corporate brand Essity or its sub-brands?

- What content performs the best/worst within HMS?
- What target audience is performing best/worst within HMS?
- Which market performs the best/worst within HMS?
- What correlations or/and relationships can you see based on the budget spent? (Paid,

organic, boosted content)
- What pitfalls may Essity face when creating brand awareness within HMS?
- Based on your data insights what guidelines would you give Essity to help them

increase their brand awareness within HMS?
- Is there anything else you would like to add or come back to that we might have

missed?
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